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Abstract 
Hyttinen, T. and H. Tuuri, Constructing strongly equivalent nonisomorphic models for 
unstable theories, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 52 (1991) 203-248. 
If T is an unstable theory of cardinality <A. or countable stable theory with OTOP or countable 
superstable theory with DOP, I > o (d > w, in the superstable with DOP case) is regular and 
A<* = h, then we construct for T strongly equivalent nonisomorphic models of cardinality 1. 
This can be viewed as a strong nonstructure theorem for such theories. We also consider the 
case when T is unsuperstable and develop further a result of Shelah about the existence of 
L,,,-equivalent nonisomorphic models for such T. In addition, we show that a natural 
analogue of Scott’s isomorphism theorem fails for models of power K, if K > UI is regular, 
assuming K<~ = K. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we prove strong nonstructure theorems for various classes of 
first-order theories. In classification theory we say that a first-order theory T has a 
nonstructure theorem, if its models are in some sense difficult to describe up to 
isomorphism. For this intuitive concept one can give different interpretations. If T 
has in cardinality rZ the maximum number of nonisomorphic models, i.e., 2*, then 
we could say that T has in cardinality J. a nonstructure theorem with respect to 
the number of models. If T has in cardinality A a pair of nonisomorphic models 
which are elementarily equivalent relative to a logic 3, then we could say that T 
has in cardinality I a nonstructure theorem relative to the logic 2. The stronger 
the logic 3, the stronger the nonstructure theorem. 
A structure theorem is the opposite of a nonstructure theorem: T has a structure 
theorem if its models are in some way easily describable up to isomorphism. If T 
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does not have in cardinality A a nonstructure theorem relative to 3, then we say 
that it has a structure theorem relative to 2’. 
For the rest of this introduction let T be a countable complete first-order 
theory. Shelah has applied his work in stability theory to characterize those 
first-order theories which have various kinds of nonstructure and structure 
theorems. Shelah has shown that if T is unsuperstable, or superstable with DOP 
or OTOP, or superstable and deep, then it has the maximal number of 
nonisomorphic models in each cardinality A > o [19]. Else T has less than the 
maximal number of models in some cardinalities >w. 
Shelah has also been able to characterize those theories which have a 
nonstructure theorem relative to L,*. He has announced the following structure 
theorem: if T is superstable without DOP and without OTOP, then all 
L,,-equivalent models of T in a regular cardinality A > 2” are isomorphic (see 
[19,20], the proof in [21]). Else T has in each regular cardinality A. > 2” a 
nonstructure theorem relative to Lmh [19, 201. 
In this paper we study nonstructure theorems relative to certain very strong 
logics, which are known as the infinitely deep languages MA,. (We do not need 
their definition in this paper. For the definition see [6,7 or 121.) Elementary 
equivalence in these logics is characterized by long Ehrenfeucht-Fra’issC games 
which are approximated by trees. (See Definitions 2.5 and 2.7.) If $?l and !-I3 are 
models and t a tree, we denote by G’(‘%, 93) the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game 
between ‘?I and ‘3 approximated by t. The game has two players, V and 3, and if 
3 has a winning strategy, it means that ‘21 and ‘B are elementarily equivalent in a 
logic determined by t. If t is chosen large, the logic is very strong. 
Suppose T has in cardinality A two nonisomorphic models ‘?I and ‘3 such that 3 
has a winning strategy in G’(%!l, 8). Then we say that T has in cardinality A a 
nonstructure theorem relative to 3’s winning strategy in G’. If V does not have a 
winning strategy in G’(‘8, B), we say that T has in cardinality A a nonstructure 
theorem relative to V’s winning strategy in G’. These two concepts are not 
equivalent, because the game G’(‘%, B) may be nondetermined. 
Let h be regular. Suppose that the theory T has a model ?I of power A with the 
property: for all A+, A-trees t there exists a model B of power A such that $?l& (x3 
and 3 has a winning strategy in G’(?I, %). Let us say then that in cardinality A, T 
has a nonstructure theorem relative to the Ehrenfeucht-Frai’ss& game G. 
Suppose that the theory T has a model ‘21 of power A with the property: for all 
A+, A-trees t there exists a model ‘B of power A such that ‘% & B and V does not 
have a winning strategy in G’(%, !B). Then we say that T has a nonstructure 
theorem relative to weak G. Note that a nonstructure theorem relative to G 
implies a nonstructure theorem relative to weak G. 
Our results from Sections 4 and 6 show that if T is unstable, or superstable with 
DOP, or stable with OTOP, A > o is regular (A > o1 in the unsuperstable with 
DOP case), and ilCA = A, then in cardinality A,T has a nonstructure theorem 
relative to G. This nonstructure theorem is the main result of our paper and it is 
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stronger than the one relative to L,*. The proof uses Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski 
models with linear orders as index models. 
It is easy to see that Shelah’s structure theorem which we mentioned above 
implies: if T is superstable without DOP and without OTOP, then in all regular 
cardinalities A > 2”, T has a structure theorem relative to G. Our main result and 
Shelah’s structure theorem leave open the situation with stable unsuperstable 
theories without OTOP. In Section 7 we show that the canonical example of a 
stable unsuperstable theory has a structure theorem relative to G in cardinality 
oi, assuming 2”= ol. It is an open problem how we could characterize those 
stable unsuperstable theories which have a structure theorem relative to G in 
some regular cardinality A > w. 
Note that by the above-mentioned results in the case of superstable theories the 
dividing line between nonstructure and structure in a regular cardinality h > 2” is 
the same relative to L+ and relative to G, assuming A<* = A. 
In Section 8 we present the model construction which Shelah [20] used to show 
the nonstructure theorem relative to L,* for unsuperstable theories. In the last 
section we apply this construction to derive nonstructure theorems relative to V’s 
winning strategy. The structure theorem of Shelah which we mentioned above 
implies also that if T is superstable without DOP and without OTOP, then T has 
a structure theorem relative to weak G in all regular cardinalities A > 2“‘. Using a 
result of [ll] we show that it is consistent that in some regular cardinalities A all 
other theories have a nonstructure theorem relative to weak G. Thus in these 
cases the dividing line between structure and nonstructure is the same for LmA and 
weak G. 
Besides classification theory, our results also have a place in the model theory 
of infinitely deep languages. Our nonstructure theorems imply that a natural 
analogue of Scott’s isomorphism theorem fails in all regular cardinalities A > o, 
assuming A<’ = A. 
Constructions of strongly equivalent nonisomorphic models have been pre- 
viously investigated in [4,5,13,23]. Ehrenfeucht-Fra’issC games have been 
studied in [S]. 
2. Basic definitions 
In this section we define the basic concepts we shall use. 
2.1. Notations. If n is a model, we denote by ]1?IRl] its universe and by 19X] the 
cardinality of ]lnl]. By A - B we denote the set difference of A and B and by 
A c B strict inclusion, i.e., A E B and A #B. If f is a function, A E dam(f) and 
BE ran(f), then we denote f[A] = {f(a) 1 a A} f-‘[B] = {a E 
d0d.f) 1 f(a) l B). Th e notation 6-6 means the concatenation of sequences d 
and 6. 
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If Z is a sequence and ZR a model, then we usually abbreviate ran(c) E J]9Rll to 
d E .?lR or ti G .!E. We also have other similar abbreviations, which should be clear 
from the context. 
2.2. Assumption. Our assumption in this paper is that relations and functions in 
vocabularies r have only finitely many arguments. Our theories are &,-theories 
unless otherwise mentioned. 
2.3. Definition. We define K-stable, stable and superstable theories as in [l]. 
2.4. Definition. (i) Let A be a set of formulas in some logic, ,Y.k! a model, f a 
well-ordered sequence of elements of Ilmll and A E IlrXn(l. Then tpd(i, A, 2JI) 
denotes the A-type of 5 in ZR with parameters from A. 
(ii) We denote by ‘at’ atomic formulas and by ‘bs’ atomic and negated atomic 
formulas. 
2.5. Definition. A be cardinal and an ordinal. t be a tree. If x, y E t 
and {z E t ( z <x} = {z E t 1 z < y}, then we denote x -y, and the equivalence 
class of x for - we denote [xl. By a A, a-tree t we mean a tree which satisfies: 
(i) I[x]] <iz for every x Et; 
(ii) there are no branches of length Z=CY in t; 
(iii) t has a unique root; 
(iv) if x, y E t, x and y have no immediate predecessors and x - y, then x = y. 
If t satisfies (i)-(iii), then it is a wide A, a-tree. For example, an 02, o,-tree 
does not contain branches of length ol, and (tl s co1 assuming CH. Note that in a 
3L, a-tree each ascending sequence of a limit length has at most one supremum. 
This does not hold for a wide tree. 
2.6. Definition. If ‘8 and ‘8 are r-models andf is a partial injection ‘21+ ‘93, then 
f is a partial isomorphism if for all atomic r-formulas ‘p holds: 2l k q(a,, . . . , a,) 
iff ?8 k q(f(a,), . . . , f(a,)), where al, . . . , a,, are any elements from dam(f). 
2.7. Definition. Let t be a tree. The Ehrenfeucht-Fratise’ game approximated by 
t between models 5!l and 58, G’(‘%, !8), is the following. At each move (Y: 
(i) player V chooses x, E t, and either a, E (II or b, E 23; 
(ii) if V chose a, E 2X, then 3 chooses b, E Q3, else 3 chooses arr E I?l. 
V must move so that (x~)~=~ form a strictly increasing sequence in t. 3 must move 
so that {(as, bs) I/3 c a} is a partial isomorphism ‘?l+ 58. The player who first 
has to break the rules loses. Note: we shall have a similar condition about the 
winner in most our our definitions of games. 
If 3 has a winning strategy, then we write %sr’QJ and say that ‘8 and 58 are 
t-equivalent and t is an equivalence tree of ‘21 and ‘~8. If )%I = K and t is a tree such 
that for all ‘!8 of power K, ‘8 =“8 implies % = B, then we say that t is a universal 
equivalence tree of a. 
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If V has a winning strategy in G’(‘%, 23) then we write %?I+&‘23 and say that t is 
a nonequivalence tree of 3 and ‘%?. If ]‘%I = K and for all B of power K, % s!i 8 
implies %?I $&!23, then t is a universal nonequivalence tree of %?I. 
2.8. Definition (Hyttinen and Vaananen [8]). If t, t’ are trees, then the 
comparison game G,(t, t’) is the following. At each move (Y: 
(i) player V chooses some x, E t; 
(ii) player 3 chooses some y, E t’. 
V must choose x, so that his moves form a strictly increasing sequence in t. 3 
must choose ya so that his moves form a strictly increasing sequence in t’. If 3 has 
a winning strategy, then we write t s t’, if V has, then we write t >> t’. 
2.9. Definition. Let t, t’ be trees. For simplicity we assume t and t’ are disjoint. 
(i) If x it, then pred(x) denotes sequence (x,),<~ of the predecessors of x, 
excluding x itself, ordered by <. Alternatively, we consider pred(x) as a set. The 
notation succ(x) denotes the set of immediate successors of x. If x, y E t and there 
is z, such that x, y E succ(z), then we say that x and y are brothers. A K-brunch in 
t means a branch of length K. 
(ii) By at we denote the tree of all initial segments of branches of t, ordered by 
the initial segment relation. It is easy to show [7] that ot >> t and if t is a wide A, 
K-tree, then ot is a A, K-tree. 
(iii) The sum t et’ is defined as the disjoint union of t and t’, except that the 
roots are identified. 
(iv) Thedomainofthesumt”=t+t’istU{(b,y)Ibabranchoft,yEt’}.The 
ordering is defined in the natural way, i.e., t” is obtained from t by putting a copy 
of t’ on top of each branch in t. 
(v) The domain of the product t” = t x t’ is {(x, f, y) 1 x E t’, f a function from 
pred(x) to the branches of t, y E t}. Here (x, f, y) =S (x’, f’, y ‘) iff 
(a) either x =x’, f =f’ and y Sy’, 
(b) or x <xl, f of’ and y of’. 
2.10. Definition. Let rl and 8 be linear orders. 
(i) We define dom( n + 0) = (0) x dom(r]) U { 1) x dom(@, and the ordering 
in rl+ 8 is defined by first differences, i.e., the copy of 8 is on top of T,J. 
(ii) We define dom(q x 0) = dam(q) x dom(f3), and the ordering in 7 x 8 is 
defined by last differences, i.e., each point in 8 is replaced by a copy of n. 
(iii) By n* we denote r] with the order reversed. 
(iv) We say that r,r is K-dense if for all sets A, B s ?,I of power < K, such that for 
all x E A and y E B, x < y, there is z E 77 such that for all x E A, x < z, and for all 
y E B, z < y. We call o-dense just dense. Note that if n is dense, then n does not 
have a smallest or largest element. 
(v) A sequence (x,),,, is an ascending K-sequence in n if x, E n and x, <xs 
for all (Y < /3 < K. A descending K-sequence is defined similarly. 
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2.11. Definition. (i) We define the tree as 3LCK = : a--, A, 1 cx < K}, where the 
ordering is defined by the initial segment relation. (We consider functions with an 
ordinal domain alternatively as sequences.) Note that we can embed any Iz+, 
K + l-tree into tfg 
(ii) Let dom(qK) = dom(ti) and if X, y E qK, let x <y iff x cy or there is /3 such 
that x r /3 =y r /3 and x(/3) <y(p), i.e., t’, is ordered lexically. 
2.12. Definition. A lexicafly ordered A, a-tree t is a tuple 
t= (U, <, Cl, -5) 
which fulfills the following conditions. 
(i) The pair (U, <) is a A, a-tree. 
(ii) For all x E U, <I 1 succ(x) is a linear order. 
(iii) If xcly, then x, y E succ(z) for some z. 
(iv) The ordering c2 is defined from < and <I in the following unique way. 
Let X, y E U, x fy. If x < y, then x<,y. Suppose then X, y are not comparable by 
<. Let (.G),<P and (Y~)~+ be the predecessors of x and y. Let x0 = x and yv = y. 
Let a, be the smallest ordinal such that x, fy,. By Definition 2.5 (Y must be a 
successor. Let x-$y iff x Cry,. 
2.13. Definition. Let t, t’ be trees or lexically ordered trees. Let u be a tree. We 
define a restricted version of the Ehrenfeucht-Fratist? game GF(t, t’). It is like the 
ordinary game, except that V is only allowed to move those nodes in t or t’ whose 
all predecessors have been chosen before in the game by V or 3. 
2.14. Remark. Note the following simple facts about equivalence and nonequiv- 
alence trees. If 1YIl = @l = K, then it is very easy to prove [8] that ‘21 and 93 have a 
nonequivalence K+, K-tree t: V just plays with a strategy where he enumerates 
both models and 3’s possible answers form a tree t’. Let t = at’. 
Let [$!I( = K. For each %? of power K, !?! + 8, let ta be a nonequivalence K+, 
K-tree of 9 and 93. Then the @ -sum of all t% is a universal nonequivalence (and 
equivalence) (2”)+, K-tree of ‘$I. The existence of a universal equivalence K+, 
K-tree for ?I is a more complicated question on which we obtain some results 
below. 
3. Construction of linear orders 
In this section we construct the linear orders rl and q ’ which we shall use as the 
index models of the Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models of an unstable theory. Our 
linear orders have to be strongly equivalent and they have to be nonisomorphic in 
such a way that we can prove the nonisomorphism of the corresponding 
Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models EM(q) and EM( q’). 
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3.1. Lemma. Let t, t’ be A, K + l-trees or lexically ordered A, K + l-trees. 
(i) Let u’ = (en<, a) x u. Zf 3 has a winning strategy in Gr’(t, t’), then 3 has 
a winning strategy in G”(t, t’). 
(ii) Suppose f : t+ t’ is a partial injection, whose domain and range are closed 
downward (in the ordering <) and which preserves < and <1. Then f is a partial 
isomorphism. 
(iii) Let K be regular. If t = (U, <, Cl, <*) is a lexically ordered K+, K-tree and 
for no x E U, (succ(x), cl) contains an ascending (respectively, descending) 
K-sequence, then (U, <J does not contain an ascending (descending) K-sequence. 
(iv) There is a linear order pW,, such that pm, is ml-dense, pm, does not contain 
ascending or descending or,-sequences and lpW,l = 2”. 
Proof. (i) As 3 plays G”, he simulates Gy’ according to 3’s winning strategy. For 
each move x of V in G” 3 can in GF’ make V move all predecessors of X. 
(ii) Follows directly from the definitions. 
(iii) Assume for a contradiction (x,),<, is an ascending sequence in (U, <J. 
We construct by induction a K-branch (Y~)~<~ to t and ordinals ya, (Y < K. 
Assume that for all (Y < p, height( yn) = LY and for all 6 2 ye, y, s x6. If fi is a 
limit, define yP = sup((~,),,~) and yP = s~p((y,)~& If p is a successor, then for 
each a: > ys-l there is z, such that z, E succ(yp_J and z, SX,. Now, Z,S, z,, if 
a < a’. There must be some 6 such that z, = z,, if 6 6 (Y < a’. Let yp = zs and 
y0 = 6. The proof is similar for descending sequences. 
(iv) Let 
and we order pm, lexically, i.e., f <g if f (a) <g(a) where (Y is the least ordinal 
where f and g differ. Now it is easy to prove the claims. 0 
3.2. Definition. Let K be a cardinal. We define a linear order 8,. The domain of 
0, consists of all functions f : w+ K for which the set {n E w 1 f(n) # 0} is finite. 
If f, g E %, then f <g iff f(v) <g(n), w h ere n is the least number such that 
f(n) #g(n). 
Note that there is no descending o,-chain in 8, and I e,l = K. We denote 
03, = 4 r {f E OK If (0) aa}, e:=f?, l{f l e,If(O)=a} andf,=(l,O,O ,... ). 
Let@=&xKandC={(fi,a)Ia<~}, Cc@. 
3.3. Lemma. (i) ey= e, for all a < K and e: = 8,. 
(ii) e,X(~+l)~ee,fOrall~<K. 
(ii) Zf C1, C,c C and ICI1 = IC,I = K, then there is an automorphism g of @ 
which maps C1 onto Cz. 
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Proof. (i)-(ii) Easy. 
(iii) Let (c,),<,, (c&),,, be the elements of C1 and C,, respectively, in 
ascending order. We show that for all CY there is an isomorphism from 
&=@ r{XE@ISUp{Ca I/?<cu}~x<c,} 
onto 
(The suprema exist, because there is a smallest element in 6,.) If a is a successor, 
then 5h_ = f3,“’ + f3, X y + 6: for some y < K and by (i) and (ii), & = 0,. 
Similarly Z$= 0,. If (Y is a limit, then & = f3, x y + 0”, and again & = 5;. 0 
In the following theorems we mainly have in mind the case K<~ = K. For 
instance, if K = ml, then KcK = K is equivalent to CH. Note that in the linear 
order r,rz of Definition 2.11 there are both ascending and descending K-sequences. 
(To construct a descending K-sequence, consider the brothers of the nodes in a 
K-branch of ti.) 
3.4. Theorem. Let K > o be regular. Then there exists a lexically ordered K+, 
K + l-tree t, ItI = KiK, with the following property: for every K+, K-tree u there is a 
lexically ordered K+, K-tree t’ such that (t’( = K<~, t z.” t’ and t $ t. Furthermore, 
qK can be embedded into (Iltll, Q, but (Ilt’ll, +) contains no ascending 
K-sequences. 
Proof. Let t = (U, <, -Cl, -$) and t’ = (U’, <, cl, -C-J. Let 
dam(t) = (((0, ab, SO), (1, al, si), . . . , (n, G, s,)) 1 n E 0, a0 = 0, 
andforallisn, ~i<KK,SiEt~}. 
Above n is the phase of the element in U. We denote the phase of x E U by p(x). 
The ordering < in t is defined in the following way: 
((0, a07 so), f * . 9 (n, an, s,)) s ((0, 4, &I, . . . , (n’, d, ~2)) 
if n Cn’, a;,=(~;, S,SS:, andforalli=O ,..., n-l,ai=af,si=si. 
In other words, t is obtained from t”, by the following process. Take first t”,. Its 
nodes are of phase 0. Add K copies of tf: on each node of phase 0. The new nodes 
have phase 1. In stage n add K copies of tE on the nodes of phase n, and repeat o 
times. 
Let x E t. We define <I r succ(x). We denote succ,(x) = {y E succ(x) ( p(y) = 
p(x) + l} and SUCQ(X) = succ(x) - succ,(x). Let fx be any bijection from succ(x) 
to @* which maps succ,(x) onto C. (Recall @* denotes Qi with order reversed.) 
Then y+z ifff,(y)sf,(z) in @*. N ow c2 in t is defined as in Definition 2.12. 
Let u be given. Let u1 = (@,<, (u) x u. Let u2 = u1 + 1. We may assume that 
u2 is a downward closed subtree of t:. We define u3: 
dom(u3)={s:cu+KXKI( )o”SEU~,(Y<K}. 
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Here ( )0 is a function which gives the first element of a pair. The tree ug is 
ordered by initial segments. Thus u3 is obtained from u2, in a sense, by 
multiplying nodes of u2 on successor levels by K. 
Note that the branches of u2 and u3 are all of successor length. Now t’ is 
defined from u3 exactly like t from t:. The only exception is the definition of 
<, 1 succ(x) if succ,(x) = succ(x) (i.e., x is a maximal element in some branch of 
a copy of u3). We call such x a top node. Then fX is any bijection from 
succ(x) + @*. 
Let x = ((0, cu,, so), . . . , (n, a,, s,)) E U’. We call ( )” 0 s, E u2 the ojjfket of x 
and denote it by o(x). 
Claim. 3 has a winning strategy in G,“Z(t, t’) but t’ $ t’. 
Proof. We see that t contains an ascending K-sequence (with respect to <), but t’ 
does not, because u3 did not have a K-branch. Thus the second claim is clear. 
We describe a winning strategy of 3 in the game Gp. In round (Y we denote the 
move in the model t by a, and in t’ by 6,. V’s move in u2 we denote by x,. Player 
3 also constructs a partial isomorphism fn : t--, t’. Our assumption before round D 
is that the following holds for all /3 < (Y. 
(i) For all y < P, f, ifs. 
(ii) The domain and the range offs are closed downwards with respect to < . 
They are also closed under brothers, i.e., if x E t and succ(x) rl dom(fs) # 0, then 
succ(x) c dom(fs), and similarly for ran(fs). 
(iii) If b =fs(a), then Ip(a) -p(b)1 s 1. 
(iv) If b =&(a) and p(b) =~(a) + 1, then o(b) 6x0. 
(v) f&A = b,. 
Clearly, our assumption holds before the first round, and for (Y a limit it holds if it 
is true for all /l< cr. Suppose V moves some a, E t. Case b, E t’ is similar. We 
describe 3’s response.’ Actually, in the description of 3’s strategy it is almost 
irrelevant whether V moves in t or t’. Let f = Us<afs. Note that by Lemma 3.1 it 
is enough to consider < and <i to ensure fa is a partial isomorphism. 
Case 1. Suppose height(u,) is a limit. Suppose 
pred(u,) = (co, . . . , cg<,, . . .). 
We know that there is some 6’ < E, and some n, m E w, In - ml s 1, such that for 
all 6’ < 6 < E, p(cs) = n and p(f (cg)) = m. Let b, = sup{f (cg) 1 6 < E}. We know 
that such 6, exists, since u3 does not contain branches of limit length. Let 
fn =f u {@cm hAI. F rom the definition of t and t’ we see that ~(a~) = n and 
p(b,) = m. This shows that (iii) is true. Suppose then m =n + 1. We see 
o(b,) = sup{o(f (c6)) 1 6’ C S < E}. Th ere each o(f (cg)) is sxs for some /3 < cu, 
which shows x a 5 o(b,), and hence (iv) holds. Other conditions are trivial. 
Suppose then height(u,) is a successor. Let a be the immediate predecessor of 
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am and b =f(a). We define a bijection f’ from succ(a) to succ(b) and let 
b, =f’(a,) and fa =f Uf’. 
Case 2. Suppose p(b) =p(u) - 1. If b is not a top node, then let f’ be any 
isomorphism t r succ(u) + t’ / succ(b) such that f’ maps succO(u) onto succ,(b). 
Else let f’ be just any isomophism t r succ(u)+ t’ r succ(b). After these 
definitions (i)-(v) are clearly true. 
Case 3. Suppose p(b) =p(u). Then f’ is defined exactly as in Case 2. In case b 
is a top node, we see that (iv) is true since if x E succ,(b), then O(X) is the root of 
u2 and dx,. 
Case 4. Suppose p(b) =p(u) + 1. Then b cannot be a top node, because 
o(b) <x,. Now, let f’ be any isomorphism t r succ(u)~ t’ r succ(b) which maps 
succ,,(u) onto {c 1 c E sucq(b), o(c) s x,}. Also in this case (i)-(v) are clearly 
true. 
This ends the proof of the Claim. By Lemma 3.1 3 now has a winning strategy 
in G”(t, t’), and (Ilt’ll, <J does not contain ascending K-sequences. Clearly tt 
can be embedded to t so that the lexical ordering of t”, is a restriction of -+. 0 
3.5. Remark. If ‘?I is a countable model, then by Scott’s isomorphism theorem 
there is a < o1 such that l’!ZJl= w and !?l = “!8 implies Vl= B. Here =a denotes 
elementary equivalence in L,, up to quantifier rank a. The smallest such (Y is 
called the Scott rank of ‘?l. Let t, be the tree of all descending sequences of 
ordinals in a. In our terminology, the ol, o-tree t, is a universal equivalence tree 
for !!l. Theorem 3.4 shows that if K > w is regular and K<~ = K, then there is a 
model $Y of power K, which does not have a universal equivalence K+, K-tree. 
Thus the natural analogue of Scott’s result fails in these cardinalities. 
3.6. Corollary. Let K > w be regular. Then there exists a linear order ?,I, 
lr,Jl = KcK, with the following property: for every K+, K-tree u there is a linear 
order n’ such that lrt’l= K<~, q~~q and 77 $ q’. The order qg can be embedded 
in T,I, but ?,I’ does not contain ascending K-sequences. Furthermore, we can make q 
and q’ dense, and if tc > ol, we can make q and q’ o,-dense. 
Proof. Let 8 = (Iltll, $) and 8’ = (Ilt’ll, -+) from Theorem 3.4. If we want r,r 
and 9’ be dense, let r] = Q x 0 and q’ = Q x f3’, where Q is the ordering of 
rationals. 
Next the o,-dense case. If 5 is a linear order, we denote by d(c) the linear 
order such that dom(d(E)) = dam(g) U {e E lj ) e = 0 or e is an o-cofinal initial 
segment of E}. The order d( 5) is ordered like Dedekind cuts, i.e., if x, y E 5 and 
e, f E d(E) - 5, then x <e iff x E e, x<y iff x+.y, and e<f iff e cf. Let 
g(E) = Pi, x d(E), where Pi, is the w,-dense order from Lemma 3.l(iv). Clearly 
in d(g) every set of elements of power co has a supremum. Now it is very easy 
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to show that g(g) is w,-dense. (Consider the projections of the points of g(E) in 
d(E).) It is straightforward to prove that if E=.wxrc, then g(E)=‘g(l;). Let 
8 = (Iltll, +) and 8’ = (IIt’ll, =+) be from Theorem 3.4 such that f3=mxu0’. Let 
r~ =g(B) and 71’ =g(e’). 0 
Oikkonen [14] and Mekler have used Corollary 3.6 to prove that there are 
p-groups of power K with no universal K+, K-equivalence tree, assuming K<~ = K. 
This shows that a natural generalization of Ulm’s invariants to uncountable 
cardinalities fails. 
If K is not weakly compact, then we can prove Corollary 3.6 in a slightly 
stronger form where 11’ does not contain even descending K-sequences. This 
stronger form is not needed in the sequel, but we nevertheless show how to 
obtain it. Nonisomorphism of EM(n) and EM( 71’) would be easier to prove for 
these modified linear orders. 
3.7. Lemma. A regular cardinal K is not weakly compact iff for every K+, K-tree t 
there is a 3, K-tree t’ such that t G t’. 
Proof. By a classical result (see [9]) K is weakly compact iff K is inaccessible and 
if every tree with levels of power <K and of height K has a K-branch, i.e., there is 
no Aronszajn K-tree. Suppose first K is not inaccessible. Then for some rZ < K, 
2”> K. Now we can put a full binary tree B of height A on each node x of t and 
attach all SK successors of x (in t) to the branches of B. In this way we get a 3, 
K-tree t’. Clearly, t C t’ and t’ does not contain a K-branch. 
Assume then K is inaccessible, but not weakly compact. Let A be an Aronszajn 
K-tree. In our terminology, A is a wide K, K-tree of height K. Then aA is a K, 
K-tree. As above we can add suitable binary trees above the nodes of uA and we 
obtain a 3, K-tree A’. This A’ has >K branches. Now we add a copy of A’ on 
each node x in t and attach the successors of x to branches of A’, yielding t’, 
t’at. 
Suppose K is weakly compact. Then each level of a 3, K-tree is of cardinality 
<K, and thus such trees are of height <K. Now, for t = CD,.., a there is no 3, 
K-tree t’ such that t c t’. Cl 
3.8. Proposition. Zf K is not weakly compact, then we can in Corollary 3.6 
demand that 17 ’ contains neither descending nor ascending K-sequences. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.4 we replace ti: by t,” and alter the construction 
of t so that we add o, instead of K, copies of t,” on nodes. We replace @* by the 
order of rational numbers and C by the natural numbers. We may by Lemma 3.7 
assume that u1 and u2 are 3,K-trees. In the construction of t’ we let dom(u,) = 
{s:(Y-+wxw~( )()OSEU*,a <K}. Then t’ is defined from ug as t from tz. By 
Lemma 3.1 (I It ’ I), $) does not contain descending or ascending K-sequences. 0 
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4. Unstable theories 
In this section we prove a nonstructure theorem for unstable theories with 
respect to 3’s winning strategy in Ehrenfeucht-Frdisse games. We use a result of 
Shelah to construct Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models for these theories. 
4.1. Definition. Let A be a set of formulas. Let Z and 9.R be models, and 
A = (ci,),e, an indexed set of finite tuples of elements of tm. We say that A is a set 
of indiscernibles in YJl relative to A, if the following holds: if J = (so, . . . , s,) and 
S’ = (SC . . . ) s;) are tuples of elements of Z and tp&, 0, I) = tp&‘, 0, I), then 
tp&, 0, rxn) = tpA(&, 0, m>. 
Here we have denoted by & = &,-* . -^iisn. 
4.2. Definition. Let (a) T be an L,, -theory of vocabulary r, (b) q a dense linear 
order, (c) 93 a model of vocabulary rl, (d) q(U, 01) a r-formula in some logic 3. 
We say that m is an Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski model of T for 7 where order is 
definable by q~, if YJI R T, t c_ zl, and there is a natural number n and n-tuples of 
elements & E XX, x E r], such that the following hold. 
(i) Every element of m is of the form ,u(&,, . . . , a,..), where p is a r,-term 
andx,<...<x,Eq. 
(ii) If x,y E 7, then Y!Rk cp(&, ti,,) iff x < y. 
(iii) If v(Ui, . . . , ~2,) is an atomic t,-formula, x1 < * * . <x, E 17 and y, < 
...<Y~E~], then 
fib q&,,, . . . , ti,,) iff mb q(tiY,, . . . , Gym). 
4.3. Remark. Note that by Definition 4.2(iii) the indexed set A = (ci,)xsq is a set 
of indiscernibles in m relative to atomic formulas. By the density of q, Definition 
4.2(iii) holds for all formulas of L,,. This is proved like Lemma 4.5 below. Thus 
A is also a set of indiscernibles relative to L,,. If q is o,-dense, then Definition 
4.2(iii) holds for L,,, and A is a set of indiscernibles relative to L,,,. 
4.4. Definition. Suppose our theory T has for each dense r] an Ehrenfeucht- 
Mostowski model where order is definable by an L,,-formula. Below we always 
consider only linear orders of some beforehand fixed set B. Let r,rs be a dense 
linear order such that every linear order of B is a submodel of qa. Let EMI( 
rl, (P, n, (Gxetle be such that the conditions in Definition 4.2 are satisfied for qe. 
If r] E qe and r~ is dense, then we define EMI as the submodel of EMi 
generated by Cs,, x E q. By the density of q and qB, EMi < EMi relative 
to L,,, which can be proved like Lemma 4.5 below. Now we see that the tuple 
EMi( rl, V, n, (cS,)XErl 
satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.2 for q. Now the following holds. 
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(I) If v, 8 E B, V(&, . . . , U,) is an atomic r,-formula, x1 < - * - <x, E T,I and 
Yl -C * - .<ym E 8, then 
EM*(q) k V(&, . . . > i&J iff EMi L ly(Liy,, . . . , cTym). 
We call the linear order n the index model of EMi( The indexed set (QxsV 
is the skeleton of EMi( and the tuples Is,, x E r,r, are the generating elements of 
EMi( We denote EM(q) = EM,(q) ] r and call also EM(q) an Ehrenfeucht- 
Mostowski model of T. 
Suppose then our theory T has for each o,-dense r,~ an Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski 
model where order is definable by an L,,, -formula, and B contains only q-dense 
linear orders. Then we can define EMi for all q E B as above. 
4.5. Lemma. Let t be a tree and t’ = (@,<, n) x t. Zf q =” 0, then EMr(q) =:’ 
EM1( fI) and EM(q) =lEM( 0). 
Proof. Let f be a partial isomorphism q+ 8. If x1 < - * * <x, E dam(f), we 
define 
g(cl(cTx,9 f * * 9 &J = cl(~fif(X,)~ . . . 7 Q(*,,) 
for each s,-term p. Then g is a partial mapping EMi(q EM,(B) and by 
Definition 4.4(I) it is a partial isomorphism. The claim follows now easily. 0 
4.6. Theorem (Shelah [15]). A complete theory T of vocabulary z is unstable iff 
there is a model D2, a natural number n, n-tuples cii, i < w, of elements of man, and 
a t-formula &ii, V) such that 2JI k T and for all i, j < CO, 
nbq2(ai,tij) iff i<j. 
4.7. Lemma (Shelah [15]). Suppose T is a complete unstable theory. Then for 
each dense linear order 9, T has an Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski model 9J2 of 
vocabulary zl, where 1 z1 1 = 1 T I+ o and order is definable by an L,,-formula. 
Proof. The model from Theorem 4.6 can be completed to a model ZJ& of a 
complete Skolemized theory TI of vocabulary rl. Let 
T2 = q U {q~(&, Q A TV@,,, c,) A l~(&, G) 1 x <Y E rl) 
u {I/&, . . . 9 &,I e W($,? . f . , q I 
W(4, . . . 9 Uk)EL,,(tl),X1<...<XkEr],yl<“‘<ykErl}. 
Here E,, x E r], are n-tuples of new constants. We show that each finite subset S 
of T2 is consistent. To simplify the notation, we assume that all the sentences of S 
which are of the last form above are formed from some single I& (the case with 
many of them is similar). Using the Ramsey theorem we find an infinite subset 
X G w such that !?A, l= q(&,, . . . , ii,,) iff !lJ& k ~#(d,,,,, . . . , Em,) for all n, <. . - < 
n,EX and rn,<... < mk E X. Now we can without difficulties interpret the 
necessary constants & in 2J& and we get a model of S. 
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Let 9J& be a model of T2. Let 1171 be the submodel of ?I$ r t1 generated by E,, 
x E n. Then m < Z?lJ& r ti, since Tl is Skolemized, and it is easy to see that 
Definition 4.2 holds. Cl 
4.8. Lemma. Zf T is unstable, then T can be extended to a complete unstable 
theory T’ of the same vocabulary. 
Proof. Let K = ITI + CO, A=2” and r= {T’ 1 T E T’ and T’ complete}. If every 
T’ E Z is stable, choose 5 so that g = A + EC’. Then every T’ E Z is &stable (see 
[l]) but then also T is c-stable, a contradiction. Cl 
We can now prove the nonstructure theorem of this chapter. 
4.9. Theorem. Let K > o be regular. Zf T is an unstable theory of cardinal@ <K, 
then there exists a model ?I of T, [‘%I = K<~, with the following property: for every 
K+, K-tree u there is a model ‘B of T such that lBl= K<~, 8 +' '23 and ‘II $ B. In 
other words, ‘2I does not have a universal equivalence K+, K-tree. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.8 we can assume T is complete. Let u be given. Let 
u’ = (@n<ul n) x u. Let T,I and 7’ be the dense linear orders from Corollary 3.6 
such that q sU q’. Let ?I = EM(n) and !!3 = EM(q’) be Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski 
models of T from Definition 4.4 and let notation be as in Definition 4.4. Now 
Iti1 = (TI + w <K and q(U, 0) is an L,,(t)-formula. 
From Lemma 4.5 we see that % sU B. The proof of nonisomorphism is more 
difficult. Suppose g : $I = 23. Then g is a bijection: EMi( EM1(r,r ‘) and for all 
r-formulas $J and d,, . . . , d, E lIEMi(q holds: 
EMi L q(d,, . . . > A) iff EMi b q(g(dJ, . . . , g(G). 
Now g maps each n-tuple tiX, x E r,r, to some 
PA&) = PAa,;, . . . J csy~(,,> 
where pX denotes an n-tuple of r,-terms, m(x) < o and y; < . * . < y”,(,, E q’. 
Since g preserves the truth of r-formulas and EMi k q(&, Zi,) iff x < z E q, 
we have 
EM1(rl’) k rp(iGQ ,&(&)) iff x < z E rl. (*) 
By the combinatorial Lemma 5.3, which we prove in the next section, we can find 
x < v < w E q such that ii* = iiw and 
tpatc_%-ji, 0, q ‘1 = qa,%-Yv> 0, rl ‘1. 
Since (ti,),,,, is a set of indiscernibles in EMi(t,r ‘) relative to L,,, we have 
EMi b ~(i&(~~~?,)~ i&($J) iff EMi k ~(lii~(%,), P&A)), 
which contradicts ( * ). 0 
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Hella pointed out the following fact which shows that if 2” = K<~, then we 
cannot in the above theorem demand % and B to be of power K. 
4.10. Remark. Let K be regular and suppose K<~ = 2: We show that then every 
model !?l of power K has a universal equivalence K+, K-tree t. For each 8 of 
power K, fl $ 8, let tm be a nonequivalence K+, K-tree of the pair 3, % (See 
Remark 2.14). It is easy to construct a K+, K-tree with K<~= 2” branches. Now 
we can attach the trees tm to the tips of these branches, yielding the desired K+, 
K-tree t. 
One aspect in nonstructure theorems is the number of nonisomorphic equiv- 
alent models of T in cardinality K. The more we have such models the stronger is 
the theorem. 
4.11. Definition. We denote T1 = {t 1 t an w~,w,-tree, ItI s ml}. Assuming CH, 
Y1 contains all 02, w,-trees. We say that a set 9 E Y1 is universal for Y, if for 
every tl E Fl there is t E bT such that tl s t. 
4.12. Theorem (Mekler and VUn%nen [ll]). Assume CH. Let K be a regular 
cardinal with CO:! C K G 2"'. There is a forcing extension which preserves cardinals, 
cojinalities and 2’for all A, and in which K is the smallest cardinality of a universal 
family for YI. 
4.13. Proposition. (i) Let K > 0 be regular. Assume K<~ = K. Let u be a K+, 
K-tree. If T is an unstable theory of cardinality <K, then T has K+ nonisomorphic 
u-equivalent models in cardinality K. 
(ii) Zf ZFC is consistent, then ZFC+ CH + 2”’ > wz + ‘If T is a countable 
unstable theory and u an w2, WI-tree, then T has 2”’ nonisomorphic u-equivalent 
models in power ol’ is consistent. 
Proof. (i) Let !?l b T be from Theorem 4.9. We define the desired models by 
induction. Let &= ‘?I and suppose we have defined &, for a< /3. By [S] for 
each O< a: < 6 there is a K+, K-tree t, such that tl has a winning strategy in 
Gru(‘&,, ?&). Let t be a K+, K-tree such that t 2 u and t ~4 t, for all 0 < (Y < /3. 
(For example, t = u CB (T(@ o<a~p t,).) Let gs be a model such that ‘u,=‘%, and 
‘3, & 2X0 (from Theorem 4.9). If ‘?I,,=‘%~, where 0 < a < /3, then by [8], t, 2 t, a 
contradiction. Hence 3, @ %?le and ‘& $ Y&. Since %?l~j=U’%a andY&g: a,, by the 
transitivity of &’ we have Yl, zU ‘21,. 
(ii) We use Theorem 4.12 where K = 2”‘. The proof is as in (i). We can find a 
suitable t because (tm)e<g is not universal for Y1. 0 
4.14. Open Problem. Can we replace K+ by 2” in Proposition 4.13(i)? 
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5. A combinatorial lemma 
In this section we prove the combinatorial lemma which we used in the 
previous section to show the nonisomorphism of the Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski 
models. 
5.1. Definition. By A c B we denote strict inclusion, i.e., A E B and A #B. 
(i) Let t be a tree. If x E f, then we call the subtree t I{ y E t 1 y 5 x} a cone and 
denote it by t,. We say that a set A is dense in t if A G t and for all x E t there is 
y E A such that y > x. We say that A is somewhere dense in t if A E t and there is 
x E t such that A rl t, is dense in t,. We say that A is nowhere dense in t if A c t 
and A is not somewhere dense in t, i.e., for all x E t there is y >x such that 
t,, nA =0. 
(ii) Let rl be a linear order. An interval of q is a subset e E q such that if x, 
yEeandx<z<y, thenzee. Wesaythat(e,,...,r,)isadivisionofqifei, 
i=l,..., n, are intervals, rj = lJ {e,, . . . , e,} andforallicj, ifxEeiandyEej, 
then x < y. 
Let t be a tree, A c t a set and f :A+ q. If e is an interval of q, we denote 
(A); = {x E A 1 f(x) E e}. We say that f is a singular mapping to e in t if ran(f) c e 
and for all end segments b c e of e, (A$ is nowhere dense in t. 
The name singular mapping comes from the fact that if A is dense in some cone 
t,, then f maps, in a sense, almost all elements of A to any nonempty initial 
segment of e. 
5.2. Lemma. Let K be regular and t = t’, from Definition 2.11. 
(i) The union of <K nowhere dense subsets oft is nowhere dense. 
(ii) If A is dense in some t, and B is nowhere dense in t, then A - B is dense in 
t 
x’(iii) Zf f :A+C, w h ere A is dense in t and ICI < K, then there is a cone t, and 
B E A dense in t, such that f 1 B is a constant function. 
(iv) Zf D is a dense subset oft, then there are A, B c D, such that A and B are 
dense in t and A n B = 0. 
(v) Let n be a linear order which does not contain ascending K-sequences and 
x E t. Let A be a dense subset in t, and f a mapping A + q. Then there is a cone t,, 
v 2 x, and a division (a, b) of n such that either of the following holds: 
(a) (A rl tV); and (A n t,,)j are dense subsets of t, ; 
(b) f r (A fl t,) is a singular mapping to b in t. 
Note that we may above replace t, by any t,, w > v, and (a) or (b) remains true. 
(vi) Let q be us in (v). Let f :A *c, g:B+c and xEt, where A and B are 
dense in t,, A fl B = 0 and c is an interval of q. Then there are A’, B’, t,, (a, b) 
such that: 
(a) A’ GA, B’ c B and A’ and B’ are dense in t,; 
(b) w2x; 
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(c) (a, b) is a division of c; 
(d) either 
(1) ran(f r A’) G a and ran& 1 B’) E b, or 
(2) ran(f rA’)cbandran(g rB’)~a, or 
(3) f 1 A ’ and g 1 B ’ are singular mappings to b in t. 
Proof. (i) Let A,, (Y < ,I < K, be the nowhere dense subsets. Let x E t be given. 
Choose by induction y,, cu<Iz, such that &rlA,=0 and x<y,<ys, if cu</3. 
Let 2 = sup(y&d Then t, fl iJacA A, = 0. 
(ii) Clear. 
(iii) If the claim does not hold, then for each c E C the set f -‘{c} is nowhere 
dense, a contradiction with (i). 
(iv) For each x E D let f(x) be the order type of D rl pred(x). Let A = 
{x E D 1 f(x) is even} and B = {x E D 1 f(x) is odd}. 
(v) Suppose that (a) does not hold for any V, (a, b). We form by induction a 
sequence (enkK of end segments of r~ and a sequence (Y~)~<~ of points of t, 
such that e, 1 es, y, < y, and (A n tYJ;“-‘u = 0 if (Y < B. 
We let e, = rl and y. = x. Suppose e, and y. have been defined. Suppose there 
is some end segment e such that e c e, and (A n tJ is somewhere dense in t. 
Then there is some y >yn such that (A n tY)T is dense in ty. Since (a) does not 
hold, there is some z > y such that (A fI tz)jrVe = 0. We let e,,, = e and y,,, = z. 
Else we let e,,, = e, and y=+i be any point above yn. At limits we set 
e, = f-l,<& and Y, = SUP{Y~ 1 B < 4 
Since there is no ascending K-sequence in 11, e, has to remain constant from 
some /3 up. We let b = es and v = ys. Then (b) holds. 
(vi) First we apply (v) to f :A -+ c, yielding t,,, (d, e), where (d, e) is a division 
of c and ‘u 2x. Then we apply (v) to g r (B fl t,,), yielding t,, (d’, e’), where 
(d’, e’) is a division of c and w 2 v. 
Now either (A n t,,,)? and (A n t,,,); are dense in t,, or f r (A n t,) is a singular 
mapping to e in t. Similarly, either (B n t,),“’ and (B rl t,,,);’ are dense in t,, or 
g r (B rl t,) is a singular mapping to e’ in t. 
There are several cases. If e c e’, then we let A’ = (A n t,,,);, B’ = (B n t,),d, 
a=dandb=e. 
If e = e’ and f 1 (A n t,,,) is not a singular mapping to e in t, then we let 
A’ = (A n t,);, B’ = (B rl t,,,);, a = d and b = e. 
If e = e’ and both f 1 (A n t,) and g 1 (B rl t,,,) are singular mappings to e in t, 
thenweletA’=Aflt,, B’=Bnt,,,, a=dandb=e. 
All other cases are symmetric. Cl 
5.3. Lemma. Let K be regular. Suppose 77’ and v are linear orders, ql can be 
embedded in q’ and q contains no ascending K-sequences. Let C be a set of power 
<K and suppose for each x E q’ there are c, E C and yX = (y& . . . , y”,), where 
n,<o and yXxcr]. Then there are x<v<wErt’ such that c,=cV=c, and 
tPat&-Y”, 0, rl) = tPat&VYv, k-4 77). 
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Proof. We may assume that 17 ’ = qK. Recall that the domain of rjK is t’,. We 
denote t = t’,. By Lemma 5.2(iii) there is a cone t, and D dense in t, such that 
c, = c, and tpJjJ,,, 0, q) = tpat(JU, 0, T,I) for all Y, u E D. We may assume that 
R=(y&. . .,yI), where yi<..-<yi, for all r~ E D. We define J(V) =yy for 
vEDandiGn. 
If A c D and e is an interval of q, then (A): denotes the set {V E A 1 A(V) E e}. 
Let A, B G D, A n B = 0, t, a cone, p, q E w and ti = (ao, . . . , a,) a division of 
an end segment of 7. We say that P = (A, B, t,, ci, p, q) is an i-system (for p, q), 
if the following hold. 
(a) A and B are dense in t,. 
(b) For each i <p there is some k 6 r such that ran(J r A) G uk. Similarly, for 
each j < q there is some k s r such that ran(fi r B) E uk. 
(c) For each k s T, there is some i <p such that ran(& 1 A) suk, or there is 
some j <q such that ran(J r B) E uk. 
(d) If k < T and there is no i <p such that ran(f;: 1 A) E uk, then there is some 
i <p such that ran(f;: r A) c ak+l. Similarly for q and B. 
(e) If k S r, i <p, j < q, ran(f;: 1 A) E ak and ran(J r B) c ak, then J 1 A and 
6 r B are singular mappings to qk in t. 
Thus the intervals are kind of pigeonholes for coordinates 0, . . . ,p - 1 of the 
tuples in {yV (VIEA} and coordinates 0,. . . ,q-1 of (7”) VEB}. If ksr, 
Z={i<p Iran(& /A)su,} andJ={j<q 1 ran(fi 1 B) E a,}, then we say that in 
the i-system P, ak contains coordinates Z of A and J of B. We call intervals of the 
i-system containing coordinates of both A and B mixed intervals. To them applies 
(e) above. 
We prove now by induction that there is an i-system for IZ + 1, it + 1. Suppose 
we have an i-system P, with notation as in the definition, for p, q. (If p = q = 0 
we do not assume anything.) We show how to get an i-system for p, q + 1. The 
case p + 1, q is symmetric. There are several cases. 
Case 1. If p = 0 and q = 0, then we let A and B be arbitrary dense subsets of D 
such that A f~ B = 0, and E = (q). Then (A, B, t,, 5, p, q + 1) is an i-system for 
P, 4 + 1. 
Case 2. If in P, a, contains only coordinates from B, then (A, B, t,, ci, p, q + 1) 
is trivially an i-system for p, q + 1. 
Case 3. Suppose in P, a, is a mixed interval. If f4 1 B is a singular mapping to a, 
in t, then (A, B, t,, ~7, p, q + 1) is the desired i-system. 
Else there are an end segment e c a, and t,, w > x, such that (B n t,)‘; is dense 
in t,. Let A’ = (A n &,);I; = (A n t,) - (A);_, and B’ = ((B n t,,,););Zf = 
(Bnt,);- (B);_, and a’ =(uo, . . . , u,_~, a,-e, e). Here, e.g., we know B’ 
is dense in t,, because (B)“,_, is nowhere dense in t. Note that since 
fp-2t.4 -qD-1w f or every x E D, it is enough to restrict the range of 6-i 1 A. 
We show that P’ = (A’, B’, t,, a’, p, q + 1) is an i-system. Clearly, (a)-(d) 
above are true for P’. We prove (e). Suppose coordinate i <p of A’ is in a mixed 
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interval in P’. If i is in a, - e, then we know J r A is a singular mapping to a, in t. 
Since A’ c A, A r A’ is also a singular mapping to a, in t, and since ran($ r A’) E 
a, - e, clearly 5 1 A’ is a singular mapping to a, - e in t. If i is in some ak, k < T, 
then J r A is a singular mapping to ak in t and thus also 5 r A’ is a singular 
mapping to ak in t. The proof for coordinates of B is similar. 
Case 4. Supposep = 1 and q = 0. We apply Lemma 5.2(vi) tofo 1 A, fo r B, t,, 7. 
We get A', B’, t,, (a, b). If bothf, IA’ and& 1 B’ are singular mappings to b in t, 
then let a’ = (b), else 5’ = (a, b). Now (A’, B’, t,, ii’, p, q + 1) is the i-system. 
Case 5. Suppose in P, a, contains just coordinate p - 1 of A and no 
coordinates from B and u,_i is a mixed interval. If (B): is nowhere dense in t for 
all e c u,_~ U a,, then we define A’ = A, B’ = (B):-‘, t, = t, and E’ = a. 
If (B)‘; is somewhere dense in t for some such e, let c = a, U e. Let u > x be 
such that (B fl t,): is dense in t,. Let A” = (A fl t,,):z1;’ = (A fl tv) - (A)&2 and 
B”= ((B rl t,););Ii-‘= (B rl t,); - (B);_,. 
Note that now ran(fp_1 1 A”) G c, ran(f, r B”) E c, ran(& r A”) fl c = 0 
and ran(f,_i r B”) fl c = 0. 
Then we apply Lemma 5.2(vi) to 6-i r A”, fq 1 B”, t,, c. We get A’, B’, t,, 
(a, b), where (a, b) is a division of c. If both fP--l 1 A’ and f, 1 B’ are singular 
mappings to b in t, let G’ = (ao, . . . , (u,_.~ Uu,) - b,b), else let 6’ = 
@cl, . * * , u,_~ - c, a, b). Now (A’, B’, t,, a’, p, q + 1) is the i-system. We can 
show that (a)-(e) are true as in Case 3. 
Case 6. Suppose in P, a, contains just coordinate p - 1 of A and no 
coordinates of B and u,_i contains only coordinates of B. 
If (B);-1 is somewhat dense in t, then let w >X be such that (B n &)$-I is dense 
in t,. Then we define A’ = A rl t,, B’ = (B fl t,)$-’ and 6’ = a. 
Else let A” = A and B” = (B):. Note that now ran(fp_I r A”) G a,, ran(f, 1 B”) c 
a,, ran&2 r A”) n a, = 0 and ran&i r B”) fl a, = 0. 
We apply Lemma 5.2(vi) tof,_1 r A”, f, 1 B”, t,., a,. We get A’, B’, t,, (a, b), 
where (a, b) is a division of a,. If both&_, 1 A’ and f, r B’ are singular mappings to 
b in t, then let a = (a,, . . . , (u,_~ U a,) - b, b), else if ran(& r B’) G a, then let 
G’ = (ao, . . . , u,_~ U a, b), else let E’ = (a,, . . . , a,_,, a, b). Now (A’, B’, t,, ii’, p, 
q + 1) is the i-system. 
Case 7. Suppose a, contains k > 1 coordinates of A and no coordinates of B. 
Then we first replace p by p - k + 1 in P yielding a new i-system P’. After that 
we may add coordinate q of B to P’ using Cases 3-6. Note that after a coordinate 
is added using Cases 3-6, the topmost interval in the new i-system is a mixed 
interval or contains just one coordinate from either A or B. Now, if the topmost 
interval contains only coordinates from A, we may add the removed coordinates 
of A using Case 2. Else we add one coordinate of A using Cases 3-6 and continue 
this way until all have been returned. 
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This completes the description of the induction. So, there is an i-system 
(A, Z?, t,, a, n + 1, n + 1). We choose u E B to be arbitrary such that z-(l) < r~. 
Let x E A be such that z-(O) <x and the following holds for all k. 
( * ) Suppose yz is in a mixed interval. If that interval has a smallest element u, 
then yz = U, else yi is smaller than any coordinate of jjV in that interval. 
We choose w E A so that v-(l) < w and ( * ) holds with x replaced by w. It is 
possible to satisfy ( * ), because of the condition (e) of a mixed interval. Now 
x < v <w in the lexical order of t but by the definition of an i-system 
tP,tC_%-Y”9 0  rl) = tPat(_.%-~“t 0, rl). 0 
6. Theories with DOP or OTOP 
In this section we prove nonstructure theorems for countable theories with 
DOP or OTOP with respect to 3’s winning strategy in Ehrenfeucht-FraissC 
games. Our main results are similar to Section 4, except that in the case of DOP 
we need the assumption that K > ml. 
From Theorem 6.1 below we get Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models for a theory 
with DOP. Theorem 6.1 is essentially the same as Shelah’s Fact 2.5B in [18], 
which we could use as well, therefore we only sketch the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
In the initial part of the proof of Theorem 6.1 we imitate Harrington and 
Makkai’s [2] proof of the nonstructure theorem for theories with DOP (or, more 
precisely, the version presented in [l]). In the final part we imitate [18]. 
6.1. Theorem. Let T be a countable superstable theory with DOP of vocabulary 
t. Then there is a vocabulary z1 2 z, It11 = wl, a natural number m, and for every 
linear order r~ a z,-model ‘$3 and m-tuples, li,, x E T,I, of elements of 9X such that 
the following hold. 
(i) ZR13 T. 
(ii) Every element of %R is of the form u(ct,,, . . . , i&J, where y is a t,-term and 
x,-C** *<X,ErZ. 
(iii) There is a formula q~(ii, 0) E L,,,,(t) of the form 
3* g(Wi)i<, [(/j @(E, D)) A (VG’VY(fi, O))], 
where Y and @ are countable sets of L,,(t)-formulas, such that for all x, y E r~, 
D2k rp(cT,, a,,) iff x < y. Here 19, Wi and ti’ are finite tuples of variables. 
(iv) Zf W(4, . . . , ii,,) b a quantifier free t,-formula, x1 < * * * <x, E q and 
Yl<.. -<y,~~l, then 
nl= V(&,, . . . , 6.) ifl 9J b V(& . . . , Cry.). 
In other words, 9X is an Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski model of T for 7 where order is 
definable by an L,,,, -formula. Zf we allow z1 to be of cardinal@ 2”, then we can 
also demand: 
(v) for all submodels XX’ of 93, 93’ r z is S-saturated (= X,-saturated). 
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Proof (Sketch). For simplicity of notation we omit the bars above the symbols 
of sequences. We follow the notation of [l]. DOP is the following assertion: there 
exist S-saturated models M,, M,, M2 and M3 and a regular type q’ E S(M3) so that 
(i) &cMicM~ MOcMz~M,, 
(ii) q’ -I Ml, q’ -I M2 and q’ A Ml U M,, 
(iii) Ml i,,,O M2. 
Claim 1. There exist finite sequences no, nl, n2 and It3 and regular q E S(n3) so 
that 
(i) nosnlsn3, nornzsn3, 
(ii) q inI, q in2 and q AnI Un2, 
(iii) 4 in, n2, 
(iv) q, t(nl, no) and t(n,, no) are stationary. 
Proof. Choose n3 G M3 so that q’ does not fork over n3 and q’ 1 n3 is stationary. 
Let q = q’ 1 n3. Then q A Ml U M2. Choose A c Ml U M2 finite so that t(n,, Ml U 
M,) does not fork over A. Then by [l, Theorem VI 2.211 q AA. Choose no E MO 
finite so that A rl Ml Jn,A f~ M2 and t(A II Ml, no) and t(A fl M2, no) are 
stationary. Let ni = (A fl Ml) U no and n2 = (A n M,) U no. It is easy to see that 
these satisfy Claim 1. •i Claim 1. 
For the sake of convenience we name by new constants the elements of no. 
Especially then n, J8 n2 and t(nl, 0) and t(n2, 0) are stationary. Let K = x(,2-)+. 
We imitate [l]. For each (Y < K we choose (I, and b,, copies of n1 and n2 
respectively, so that {a, ) (Y < K} U {b, 1 cr < K} is an independent set (over 8). 
For each cr,p < K we choose eaB, a copy of n3, so that t(n3*n2-nl, 0) = 
t(emBc’a,-bs, 0). Furthermore we do this so that the set 
is independent with respect to the partial order whose only relations are a, < emB, 
B<K and bs<e,@, (Y < K. (This means that if A and B are ideals in D, then 
A 4x0~ B.) This can be made by easy induction using [l, II 2.261. For each cu, 
/3 < K we choose qmfi E S(e,), a copy of q. 
Claim 2. qaO I t({emeBs I a’ # Ly or /I’ # /3}, eaB). 
Proof. [l, Proposition XVI 3.171. 0 Claim 2 
Claim 3. Assume a f (Y’ or @ #/I’. Let e be such that t(e-a,.-b,,, 0) = 
t(n3-nlhn2, 8) and p E S(e), a copy of q. Then 
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Proof. There are three possibilities: 
(i) afar’ and/3=/3’; 
(ii) (Y= (Y’ and /3#/3’; 
(iii) cr#o’ and p#a’. 
We prove only by (i), others are similar. Because D is independent with respect 
to <, we have 
that is, eEB ibS a,, U b,.. Because qaO -I 6, we get by [l, VI 2.211 qaP -la,. U b,.. 
On the other hand, we know that p Au,. U b,.. Because qaS and p are regular, we 
get qwP Ip by [l, Corollary XII 4.8(i)] 0 Claim 3 
Now by the proof of [l, Theorem XIV 3.51 we get an S-saturated model N 2 D 
so that 
(i) if a < p, then dim(qmls, N) = w, i.e., there is e so that t(e-u,-bp, 0) = 
t(r~~~n~~n~, 0) and p E S(e), a copy of q, so that dim(p, N) = w, 
(ii) if a > /I, then for all e so that t(e-a,-b,, 0) = t(n3-nl-n2, O), if p E S(e) is 
a copy of q, then dim(p, N) 2 wr. 
Now we can omit the new constants we introduced in the beginning and we see 
that the conclusion above remains true. 
From now on we will imitate [18]. For all (Y < K we will write c, = a,-b,. 
We expand the vocabulary t to tr by adding the following function and relation 
symbols. 
(i) If we want our models to be S-saturated, we add functions si, i < 2”, so that 
for every 6 from the monster model and Z from N, the strong type of 6 over ti in 
vocabulary r is satisfied in the closure of (5 under the functions si. 
(ii) New length(c,)-ary predicate P so that c E P iff c = c, for some (Y < K. 
(iii) 2 x length(c,)-ary predicate < so that c, < cs iff a < /I. 
(iv) Functions ei, i < IZ, SO that (ei(ua, b,))i<, = eep. 
(v) Functions A, i < w, so that if (Y < /I, then {J(u,, b,) 1 i < o} is a maximal 
e,@-independent sequence of realizations of qaP. 
(vi) Functions gi, i < ml, so that for all (Y > p and e if t(e-a,-b,, 0) = 
t(n3-nl-n2,0), then {gi(e, G, b,) 1 i < ol} is an e-independent sequence of 
realizations of p E S(e), a copy of q. 
(vii) All Skolem functions. 
We write Nr for N together with the interpretations for new symbols. The next 
claim is essentially [3, Lemma 6.11. 
Claim 4. For every linear order q there is a model 2X satisfying (i), (ii), (iv) and 
(v) from the theorem ((v) only if we want S-saturated models) and ( * ) below: 
(*) iflGr]. p t 1s ni e and nlrE, is the Skolem hull of lJxel&, then ?I.& can be 
embedded into NI. 
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Proof. Recall that in N1 the interpretation of (P, <) is isomorphic to K = Xp3+. 
IfSsPandc,<- * * < c,-~ E S, then the quantifier-free type of cO, . . . , c,_~ will 
be called an n-type of S. 
Suppose we have defined for all m =Z n a set U, E (2*“)+ of cardinality (2’“)+ 
and for all LY E U,,, sets Sz E P of cardinality a& so that each Sz has a unique 
m-type Pm. 
We wish to define these sets and the type for n + 1. Let (Y E U,, and let /3 E U, 
be such that j3 2 a + o. By the Erdos-Rado theorem we can find SE+, c SE so 
that it has a unique it + l-type P:+~. Because there are only 22”n + l-types we can 
find K,+, c U, of required cardinality so that for all LY E I!J,,+~, P:+~ is the same. 
Let this type be P~+~. 
For each n < o let the free variables of p,, be x0, . . . , x,-~ (actually each Xi is a 
finite sequence of variables). By the construction these types satisfy the following. 
If m<n and i,<**. < i, < n, then p,, 1 {xiO, . . . , xi,} =pm. And so it is easy to 
see that the required m exists. 0 Claim 4 
___A_ 
Let q(ti, 0) be a formula saying: ~GJ such that t(w u u, 0) = t(~-ni-12~, 0) 
and if p E S(W) is a copy of q, then the dimension of p is o. By the 
functions ei and J above and (*) in Claim 4, ~(ii, fi) satisfies (iii) of the 
theorem. Cl 
6.2. Theorem. Let K > co, be regular. Zf T is a countable super-stable theory with 
DOP, then there exists a model ‘21 of T, I%[ = K<~, with the following property: for 
every K +,K-tree u there is a model 8 of T such that 1!81= K<~, ‘i?l ^ -I( '8 and % + !8. 
Zf K >2”, then we can construct % and ‘%3 so that they are S-saturated. 
Proof. Exactly like Theorem 4.9, except that now we must choose q and 9’ 
to be w,-dense, because order is now definable by an L,,,-formula. Cl 
6.3. Remark. It seems to the authors that the proof of Harrington and 
Makkai [2] could give the same results as Theorem 6.2 and actually even better in 
some applications. Harrington and Makkai use DOP to code an arbitrary 
symmetric relation into a model m of T and they are able to recover the relation 
from the model (relative to some parameters from %‘). If we used their method 
we would not need the combinatorial lemma of Section 5 to prove the 
nonisomorphism. Then we could in Proposition 4.13(i) get 2“ models for a theory 
with DOP and also a nonstructure theorem for models of singular cardinality. 
6.4. Definition. Let T be a theory of Ll+w. We say that T is weakly unstable if it 
is unstable in the sense of [16], that is, let A be a set of L,,-formulas. We say 
that T is (A, A)-unstable if there is a model ‘?I of T and B G %?l of cardinality 6A 
such that the cardinality of {tp4(a, B, 3) 1 a E %?I} is larger than rl. T is A-unstable 
if it is (A, A)-unstable for all A. T is weakly unstable if it is A-unstable for some A. 
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6.5. Definition. We use the definition of OTOP of [19]. A countable first-order 
theory has OTOP if there is a sequence (q,,Jmto of first-order formulas such that 
for every linear order rl there is a model m and n-tuples a, (t E r]) of members of 
D, )2 < o, such that s < t iff there is a k-tuple E of members of 82, k < w, such 
that !IR K rp, (3, ii,, 2,) for every m < w. 
Clearly, a theory T with OTOP is weakly unstable as an L,,,-theory. 
6.6. Theorem. Assume either (i) T is a weakly unstable Llfo(t)-theory, 1~1 s A 
and K > 3L is regular, or (ii) T is a countable L,,(z)-theory with OTOP and K > o 
is regular. 
Then there exists a model %?I of T, 1% I= K<~, with the following property: for 
every K+, K-tree u there is a model ‘93 of T such that I%31 = K<~, 2l d’ ‘23 and 
%?I+ ??3. 
Proof. (i) By the proof of Shelah [16, Theorem 2.51 for each dense linear order r] 
we can find a model ZlR of a vocabulary r1 2 r, such that jr11 h A and m is an 
Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski model of T for r,~ where order is definable by an 
L,+,(r)-formula r~(ii, 0). (To be precise, Shelah only treats the case where the 
tuples GX are of length one, but the general case is similar.) Thus the proof is as in 
Theorem 4.9. Part (ii) follows from (i). 0 
Theorem 6.6 can be used as a related result of [16] to study specific theories. 
6.7. CoroIIary. Let $R be a countable algebraically closed group. Let K > w be 
regular. Then there is a group 3, L,, -equivalent o m of cardinal@ K<“ with the 
following property: for every K+, K-tree u there is a group If3, L,,-equivalent to m 
of cardinal@ K<~ such that ‘3 sU ‘93 and 3 + 8. 
Proof. As [22, Theorem 31 except use now Theorem 6.6 instead of [22, Lemma 
5.11. cl 
7. A stable unsuperstable theory 
In this section we give an example of a stable unsuperstable theory which shows 
that in Theorem 4.9 we cannot replace the assumption T is unstable by the 
assumption T is unsuperstable without any additional assumptions. 
7.1. Definition. Let LY < w, be an infinite ordinal and let Ei, i < a, be binary 
relation symbols. We define T, =Th((wa+‘, Ei)&, where &(6, p) holds if 
6 ] (i + 1) = p 1 (i + 1). 
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The theory T, is the well-known canonical example of a stable unsuperstable 
theory [l]. 
7.2. Lemma. T, is unsuperstable for all LY, o s (Y < 0,. 
Proof. Let J. be a cardinal such that il”> A. Let !I3 = (Aa+‘, I&,, where 
&(a, p) holds if 6 1 (i + 1) = p ] (i + 1). 
For each a E A<, we choose f(a) to be such an element in An+’ that a is an 
initial segment of it. Let B = {f(a) 1 a E A<,}. Trivially, 1 BI = A. ‘23 is also a model 
of T, because for all n < w 3 has a winning strategy for Gn((ma+*, Ei)i<,, 93), as 
one can easily see. Finally, IS’(B)1 2 A”> A, because each branch in AC” 
determines a different consistent l-type. These l-types are consistent because 
they are satisfied in 93. So T, is unsuperstable. •i 
Let us now show that Theorem 4.9 fails for T,, o S cr < ol, in the case K = ml. 
Let ‘8 and 58 be arbitrary models of T, of power wl. Assume 3 has a winning 
strategy for G w.(“+l)+l(%, 93). We are going to show that then ‘8 = ‘8. 
For each a E ‘3 we choose new elements ai, i < a. For each i < (Y we define an 
equivalence relation -i SO that ai -ia! iff Ei(a, a’) holds. Let [ai] be the 
equivalence class of ai. Let 
$!I = {[ail 1 i < (Y and a E ‘?I} U ~~‘3~~ U (0). 
We order ‘8 by < in the following way: 
(i) 0 <b for all b E a, b # 0; 
(ii) [ai] < [+‘I iff i <j < LX and afE [ai]; 
(iii) [ai] < a’ iff i < (Y and al E [ai]. 
Then tgl = (‘?I, <) is a wide 02, or-tree of height (Y + 1. Similarly we define the 
tree tB. Let f be a partial mapping from YX to P3. We define canonically from f a 
partial mapping g from f% to fB: 
(a) dam(g) = dam(f) U {[ail 1 i C (Y and a E dam(f)} U (0); 
@) g(O) = 0; 
64 da) =f 64; 
(4 d[ail) = [f (a)J 
7.3. Lemma. (i) Zf f is a partial isomorphism, then g is well-defined and a partial 
isomorphism. 
(ii) Zf ta = tB, then ‘3 = 23. 
Proof. (i) Assume [ai] < a’. Then ai -i ai: that is, Ei(a, a’) holds. Because f is a 
partial isomorphism, Ej(f (a), f (a’)) holds. But then f (a)i-if (a’)i and so 
[f (a)i] <f (a’), that is, g([aJ) <g(a’). The case [ai] < [aj’j goes similarly. The 
proof that g-’ preserves < is symmetric. 
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(ii) Suppose h : tQl = t %. Since h must map the top nodes to top nodes, h r ‘2I is 
a bijection 2l+ ‘23. Since h must preserve the levels, clearly h([ui]) = [h(u)J. If 
‘8 L Ei(a, a’), then [ai] = [a:], thus [h(u)i] = [h(u’)i] and ‘93 kEi(h(u)y h(u’)). 0 
7.4. Lemma. Zf t and t’ are wide 02, ml-trees, height(t) = 6 < or and t =o’6+1 t’, 
then tzt’. 
Proof. Let S be 3’s winning strategy. Clearly, height(t’) has to be 6, because else 
V has a winning strategy of length w. We construct by induction partial 
isomorphisms fn : t + t’ for (Y < 6. In addition, for some nodes a in t we define 
during the induction a certain play (= sequence of moves in G”.6+1) Pa = 
( E:, a:, l~z)~<~,. Our assumption is that for all a < /3 the following holds. 
(i) dom(fa) = {a E t 1 height(u) < a} and ran(f,) = {a E t’ 1 height(u) < cr}. 
(ii) If o’ < (Y, then far s fn. 
(iii) P, is defined for all a E dom(fa), in Pa 3 has followed S, the length of P, is 
SW - height(u) + o +n (SW * a + n) for some n < w and in Pa, a has been 
mapped to f,(u). In addition, V has in Pa always chosen in w - 6 + 1 the smallest 
possible ordinal. 
(iv) if a <u’ E t, then P, is an initial segment of Pa,. 
We let fi be the mapping which takes the root of t to the root of t’. If /l< 6 is a 
limit, then let fs = U,4Bfa. Suppose p < 6 is a successor >l. Suppose S = 
(ua)=+-r is an ascending sequence in t such that height(u,) = a. We denote 
f&3 = (fp&cx))ru<p--l, A = { a E t 1 pred(u) = S} and B = {a E t’ 1 pred(u) = 
fs_l(S)}. By (iii) and (iv) there is a play P of length <w . (/3 - 1) + n, where 3 
has followed S and which maps S order-preservingly onto fs-l(S). Hence 
IAl = IB 1, else V would win the continuation of P in o + 1 moves, which 
contradicts the fact that S is a winning strategy of 3. 
Next we define fs r A and the corresponding plays P,. If IAl < ml, then V 
continues P and just enumerates A and B in w moves, and 3 plays according to S. 
We let V always move in the approximating tree o * 6 + 1 the smallest possible 
ordinal. This continued play gives fs r A and the plays Pa. 
A more difficult case is IAl = q. Let (u~)~<~, enumerate A and (b,),<,, B. 
Denote A, = {a, I a < y} and B, = {b, I a < y}. Let C be the set of those y < wl, 
such that if V continues P by some n < w moves in A, U B,, then 3’s moves using 
S are also in A, U B, (we say that y is closed under finite continuations of P). 
Then C is a closed unbounded (cub) subset of ol. We define fs 1 A by induction. 
Suppose we have for some E < o1 defined y. <. . . < ymcE < * * * and fs r A,=, 
(Y < E, such that for all a < E, 
(a) Ye e C, 
(b) fs maps A, onto B,. 
Since C is cub, y’ = sup{ yn I a < E} E C. Let V play so that he continues P and he 
enumerates in the first w moves A,,, and B,,, yielding a play P’ 3 P. Let C’ be the 
set of those y closed under finite continuations of P’. Since C’ is cub, there is 
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ye E c n C’, ye > y’. Now V continues P’ and enumerates A, -A,. and 
B, - B,, in w moves, yielding P”. We define fs r (A, - A,,.) according to P” and 
the plays P, are initial segments of P” of length o * (p - 1) + o + n. This 
completes the description of the induction. 
If 6 is a limit, then lJ,,sf= is an isomorphism. If 6 is a successor, then we can 
easily, using the ideas above, extendf+i to an isomorphism. 0 
If ,$q gea+l)+l !-Y, then by Lemma 7.3(i), ts =.w.(or+l)+ltg. But then by Lemma 
7.4, t% = tB and by Lemma 7.3(ii), !?l= !J3. We have shown that Theorem 4.9 fails 
for T, in the case K = wl, 2” = wl. Note that if 2” = oi, then the failure of 
Theorem 4.9 implies that T, is stable. 
7.5. Open Problems. (i) Is there an example like T, with a finite vocabulary? 
(ii) Assume CH. Is there an IX*, o,-tree t with the following property: if 
JTJ s CO and there are %?I, %J, Vlk T, 23b T, I%1 = (FIJI = ol, %=‘%3, a#%, then T 
has a model 8J& 18X1= ol, such that m has no universal equivalence w2, o,-tree? 
Assuming CH, it follows from [23] that there are models !?I and %J of T, such 
that I%[= ]5?3] = wr, ‘$I~~‘~)23 and $?l$!B. Thus in Problem 7S(ii) f must be >LY 
for all (Y < or. 
8. The model construction of Sbelab 
In this section we present a model construction which Shelah [20] uses to 
construct L,i-equivalent nonisomorphic models of power J. for unsuperstable 
theories. We have tuned the construction somewhat for our purposes. With some 
minor exceptions, all definitions, results and proofs are from [20]. The method in 
this chapter is again to use Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models. The difference to the 
case of unstable theories is that now the index model of an Ehrenfeucht- 
Mostowski model is not a linear order but a tree-like structure. Proving the 
nonisomorphism of two Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models is now less straightfor- 
ward, because the ordering of the nodes of the skeleton tree is only rather weakly 
definable in the Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models. 
Throughout this section we assume that T is an unsuperstable complete theory 
and Iz > o is a regular cardinal. 
8.1. Definition. We define generalized Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models. Let K be 
a class of models we call index models. In this definition the notation i means a 
finite sequence. 
Let Cp be a function. We say that @ is proper for K, if there is a vocabulary r1 
and for each Z E K a model 8X1 and tuples ci,, s E Z, of elements of ran,, such that: 
(i) each element in 8X1 is an interpretation of some p(&), where y is a 
t,-term; 
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(ii) @A%, 0, .W = @(tpat(S; 0, 0). 
Here S = (so, . . . , s,) denotes a tuple of elements of Z and ti,- denotes 
_A 
a * * sg *-a&. 
Note that if $,X1, & s E Z, and %!nZ;, rl,‘, s E Z, satisfy the conditions above, then 
there is a canonical isomorphism Y?lJ& =D2; which takes cl(&) in 8X1 to ~((df) in 
9392;. Therefore we may assume below that 8J& and Cs,, s E Z, are unique for each I. 
We denote this unique 9J2i by EM’(Z, @) and call it an Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski 
model. The tuples ci,, s E I, are the generating elements of EM1(Z, CD), and the 
indexed set (cYI~)~,, is the skeleton of EM’(Z, @). 
Note that if 
tP&1,0,o = m&2, 0, -9, 
then 
tpat(&,, 0, EM’(Z, @)) = tpa&,, 0, EM’(.Z, a)). 
8.2. Definition. Let 8 be a linear order. Let K:(0) be the class of models of the 
form 
Z = (M, <<, p,, <, Z&Q09 
where A4 c F” and: 
(i) M is closed under initial segments; 
(ii) << denotes the initial segment relation; 
(iii) H(q, Y) is the maximal common initial segment of tl and Y; 
(iv) P, = {q E M 1 length( t,r) = (Y} ;
(v) q < Y iff either rl<< Y or there is n < o such that 8 ,t v(n) < y(n) and 
tj rn=y In. 
Let Kg = lJ {Kg(e) IfI a linear order}. 
If Z E K:(8) and q, Y E Z, we define r] <i Y iff 71 and Y are brothers and 7 < Y. 
But we do not put <i to the vocabulary of I. 
Thus the models in K,” are lexically ordered trees of height w + 1 from which 
we have removed the relation C1 and where we have added relations indicating 
the levels and a function giving the maximal common predecessor. 
The following theorem gives us a means to construct for T Ehrenfeucht- 
Mostowski models where models of Kg act as index models. 
8.3. Theorem (Shelah [20], proof in Shelah [17]). Suppose t E tI, T is a 
complete t-theory, TI is a complete t,-theory wtih Skolem functions and T G TI. 
Suppose further that T is not superstable and q1,,(3, y”), n < w, witness this. (The 
definition of witnessing is not needed in this paper. See [17].) 
Then there is a function @, which is proper for K,U, such that for every Z E Kg, 
EM’(Z, CD) i+s a zI-model of T,, and for q E Pfi, Y E P:, EM’(Z, @) k ~,,(a,,, 6,) ifi 
z k n << Y. 
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Above cp,(%, jJ,J is a first-order r-formula. We denote the reduct EM’(Z, @) 1 t 
by EM(Z, @). 
8.4. Definition. (i) Let A be an arbitrary set of power G. A sequence 
A = (A&n is a &representation of A if A, E A, lAal < A, A, GA, for all 
o~/3<<, A,=lJ,,,A, for all limit a<& and A=lJmcAAA,. A A- 
representation of a model tXn of power <A is a pair (2IJ2, &f), where fi is a 
A-representation of the universe of 2J2. Usually we denote the pair just by M. 
(ii) By DA we denote the filter of closed unbounded (cub) subsets of A. If 
A, B G A, we define A = B mod DA if there is a cub set C such that A f~ C = B rl 
C. By A/D, we denote the equivalence class of A. 
(iii) A function F is DA-invariant, if the following are true. 
(a) The domain of F is the class of &representations of the models of some 
model class K, where K contains only models of power G.. 
(b) If a1 and fi* are k-representations of 2J2i, YJ&. E K, respectively, and 
2J& = YJ&, then F(M1) = F(ti’) mod DA. 
(iv) If F is DA-invariant and 2J3 E K, we define F(YJl) = F(M)/D, for some 
A-representation Xi of YJk 
8.5. Definition. Let Z E Kg, 1116 A, and let I= (Zn)e<l be a A-representation of I. 
We define 
S(Z) = { 6 < A. 16 a limit ordinal and for some r~ E P’,, { 17 1 n 1 n < o} c la, 
butfornocu<6, (71 rnIn<~}~Z,}. 
8.6. Lemma. The function S is DA-invariant. Thus also S(Z) is defined. 
Proof. If 1’ = (Z&.<l and P = (Zt),,, are A-representations of Z, then there is a 
cub set C such that Zf, = Z’, for all a E C. Let C’ be the cub set of the limit points 
of C. Clearly, S(r) II C’ = S(p) fl C’. Now it is easy to see Definition 8.4(iii)(b) 
holds. 0 
8.7. Definitidn. In this definition 3, bl, 6, denote finite tuples. 
(i) Let !J3 be a model, 5 E~?X, and A, B c IlmZll. We say tpbs(G, B, 92) 
(bs, bs)-splits over A if for some 6i, 6, E B, 
m&k A, m) = tpbs(&, A, m), 
but 
tp&%,, A, .%R) f tpbs(a-62, A, 2JQ. 
(ii) Let lYJ21 s I and let &f = (M,),,I be a A-representation of 2J2. We define 
Spr,,,JM) = { 6 < )L 16 limit, and for some d E 2J2, for every /3 < 6, 
tpbs((i, h4,, 92) (bs, bs)-splits over M,}. 
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(iii) An arbitrary model 9.R is (<A, bs)-stable, if for every A G Il!El( of power 
-4 I {q&T A, mnz) I cE ran> I < A. 
Note that if B r>A 2 A’ and fpbs(CS, B  9J2) (bs, bs)-splits over A, then it 
(bs, bs)-splits over A’. This is because one can take the necessary parameters 
from A and join them to 6, and 6,. Thus in Definition 8.7(ii) it is enough to 
demand that there is a cofinal set of such p < 6. Then we can prove as in Lemma 
8.6 that Sp,,,,, is DA-invariant. 
Note that if our vocabulary consists of a finite number of unary and binary 
relations, it is enough in Definition 8.7(ii) and (iii) to consider only tuples of 
length one. 
Of course, the bs-type is uniquely determined by the at-type, but because we 
want to follow here the notation of [20], we speak here of the bs-type. 
8.8. Definition. (i) A model %J of power 4 is (A, bs, bs)-nice if Spbs,&lR) = 
0th. 
(ii) Z e Kg of power <Iz is locally (A, bs, bs)-nice if for every r,~ EZ - P’,, 
(succ(q), <) is infinite and (A, bs, bs)-nice. 
8.9. Definition. Let I, J E K& A c ~~1~~ and 77 E 1. 
(i) We say that A is downward closed if for all 7,~ EA, q r 1 EA if 
I< length(q). 
(ii) We say that n is a limit point of A if n E P’, and { 77 r IZ 1 n < o} c A. 
(iii) We write A zC I, if A is downward closed and contains all its limit points. 
(iv) ZG,J means that Z is a submodel of J and ]I111 c_,.Z. 
(v) If A E Z is downward closed, we define 
p(A)={~EA(~EP’,or3vEA(~<<v)}, 
b(A)=AUU{ succ(q r 1) 1 q E A, 1 <length(q)}. 
Thus p prunes off the leaves on finite levels and b closes under brothers. Note 
that A &c Z iff p(A) ~~ Z iff b(A) sc I. 
(vi) We denote succ,(r]) = A rl succ(q). 
(vii) We define 
If r] = (Q, . . . ) 71,) is a sequence of elements of I, then d(g) denotes the 
sequence d(qo)-. * * -d(qn). (Where needed we consider these sequences as sets.) 
8.10. Lemma. Let Z E Kg. The following are equivalent: 
(i) Z 1 {<<} is (4, bs)-stable; 
(ii) in Z all sets A c Z of power <A. have less than )c limit points on level CO. 
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Proof. The implication from (i) to (ii) is trivial. Assume 
IAl < A. We have to prove that the cardinality of the set 
P = {tp&rl, A, Z ] ((0) 1 rl E I> 
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(ii) and suppose A G Z, 
is less than A. By (ii) we may assume that A sC Z and A # 0. Then for an arbitrary 
element 7~ EZ -A, the type tp,,(q, A, Z 1 {<<}) is uniquely determined by n ] m 
where m is the greatest such that ?,J r m E A. Hence IPI < A. 0 
8.11. Lemma. Let Z E K,“: and A E I, A downward closed. Let fl, = (qy, . . . , T,I?) 
and 5j2 = ($, . . . , @) be sequences of elements of 1. Suppose: 
(9 tpbs(%, 0,G = tpdfL 0,O; 
(ii> for all is n, @,(d(rll), A, (Ml, <<, 5)) = tpdd(rli), A (11~11, <<, <d). 
Then tpbs(5jl, A, 1) = tpd%, A 1). 
Proof. We define the mapping f : I* Z in the following way: 
(a) dam(f) =A U d(?jJ and ran(f) =A U d(+‘jz); 
(b) if TV EA, then f(q) = q; 
(c) if i c n and (Y G length(ni), then f (7; 1 a) = & r a. 
First we show that f is well-defined. Suppose first Z L n = 7~; ] a and n E A. Then 
f (11) is defined in both (b) and (c). Now Z L n = ri ] (Y by (ii) above. 
Suppose then & ] a = n$ 1 LY, i fj. Then Z L Pe(ZZ(r;, #J), for some p 3 (Y, and 
by (i) we see $ ] (Y = ~4 ] (Y. So we have shown that f is well-defined. By 
symmetry, also f -’ is well-defined, therefore f is a bijection dam(f)+ ran(f). 
Because Z ] dam(f) and Z ] ran(f) are submodels of Z (i.e., closed under H), to 
prove the lemma it is enough to show that f is a partial isomorphism. Since 
dam(f) and ran(f) are downward closed, it is enough to prove that f preserves << 
and <r. Since the situation is symmetric, we may consider the preservation only 
in one direction. 
Consider first <<. Suppose n, Y E dam(f) and r~ << Y. Case n, Y E A is trivial. 
Suppose Y $A. Then there is i s n, and al, a2 G w, such that r~ = $r ] (or and 
Y = TV; ] cyz. From (c) we see f(q) <<f(y). 
Consider then cl. Suppose r], Y E dam(f) and n <I Y. Case TV, Y E A is trivial 
and cases n $A, Y EA and q EA, Y $A follow from (ii). Suppose r], Y 4 A, 
r~=$, rm+l, Y=$~ ]m+landi#j,m<w.By(i)weknowZ~P,(H(&, viz)), 
length(r]‘,) > m, length(&) > m and Z L ~5 < r&. This implies ni ] m + 1 <r 
n$]m+l. Cl 
8.12. Lemma. Let (t3, <) be a linear order of power A. and iI? = (Ma)ol<L a 
A-representation of 8. Let 6 < A be a limit. Then the following are equivalent: 
(0 6 4 Sp,,,&M); 
(ii) for all x E tI there is p < 6, such that at least one of the following holds: 
(a) Vy~M~[y~x*32~& (y~z~x)]; 
(b) VY E Ma [Y ~x*32EMB (y2zz=x)]. 
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Proof. In the definition of splitting we may now consider only tuples of length 
one. The proof is therefore straightforward checking. 0 
The following theorem can be used in proving Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models 
of T nonisomorphic. 
8.13. Theorem. Let z, tl, T, & and @ be as in Theorem 8.3 and ItI1 < A. Zf 
Z, J E Kz are of power A, they are (<A, bs)-stable, locally (A, bs, bs)-nice and 
S(Z) #S(J), then EM(Z, @) + EM(J, a). 
Proof. Let Z= (Z,),,A be an arbitrary A-representation of Z such that Z, is 
downward closed for all cu< A. We show that there is a cub set C’ of limit 
ordinals in A, such that: 
(1) if 6 E C’, then for all r) E Z, the pair 6, n satisfies (2) below; 
(2) for all Y E succ,(q), for some /3 < 6 at least one of the following holds: 
(a) V~ESUCC~,(~])[O.~Y~~~‘ESUCC~~(T]) (a<a’Gv)]; 
(b) Va E succ,( TV) [a 3 Y + 30’ E succ,,(rj) (a 3 o’ 3 Y)]. 
Let 7 E Z be arbitrary. Note that (succ~_(~])),,~ is a &representation of 
(succ,(n), <). Since Z is locally (A, bs, bs)-nice, there is a cub set C,, such that if 
6 E C,, then (2) holds for the pair 6, r,r. 
Let 
C’={6<II~6alimitandforalln~Z~,6~C,,}. 
Clearly C’ is cub, and C’ satisfies (l), because if r~ 4 Z,, then SUCC,~( r ) = 0 and (2) 
is trivially true for the pair 6, n. 
In a similar way we choose a A-representation J = (Ja)rr<l of J and C’. Let 
co=c’ncJ. 
Assume for a contradiction f is an isomorphism from EM(Z, @) to EM(J, @). 
We denote by Cs, and 6, the generating elements of EM’(Z, @) and EM’(J, @), 
respectively. For a sequence E = (a’, . . . , an) from EM’(Z, @) we denote 
f(a) = (f(a’), . . . , f (a”)) and for a sequence V = (Y’, . . . , Y”) from J we denote 
&=&-. . .-- b+. For each ?,I E Z let 
f(cs,) = (PY&)> . . . 7 CL;(&)) = P,@,J, 
where n = length(E,) - 1, ~6 are r,-terms and 9, is a finite sequence of elements 
of J. 
Let $ = (vQiClength(+.,j. Let 
Cl = (6 E Co 1 Vq E Z (rl E 4s + Vtl E J,)}, 
c2 = { 6 E Cl 1 va < 6 v?j E z, Va1 E succ,(q) 37, E SUCCla(?j) 
[5 0,, P, realize the same atomic type over J, and 
Pa, = &I>7 
C={6EC2p is a limit point of C,}. 
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Clearly Ci is a cub subset of 3L. C2 is cub because for each J, there are less than 
A possible bs-types of 5,, over .Z, (.Z is (-4, bs)-stable) and less than h possible 
terms Pa, (I ril< A). And so also C is cub. 
It suffices to prove 
S((Z&n) fl C E S((J,),<,). 
For a contradiction assume 6 E (S((Zn)a<J fl C) - S((J,),,,). As 6 E S((Zn)& 
there is q E I, Z k Z’,(q), such that for all n < w, q ] n E Z6 but for no (Y < 6, 
{q rn In<W}EZY 
Now for each n < length(Gq) there are a;, < S and m, 6 length($) such that: 
(i) if m, = length(v”,) < w, then va E_Z~~; 
(ii) if m, = length(v”,) = o, then for all k < o, vt 1 k E Jn, (this is possible 
because 6 $ S((J&,)); 
(iii) if m, < length(va), then vt r m, E .Za_ but v”, 1 m, + 1 4 .Z6; 
(iv) if m, < length(vt), then at least one of the following holds: 
(a) Vu E succ,,(v”, 1 m,) [uSI v; 1 (m, + 1) j 
37’ E.Z,” (uSi u’ S1 v; ] (m, + l))]; 
(b) Vu E succ,,(v”, ] m,) [u+ Y: r (m, + 1) + 
3u’ E.Zn, ((75, u’ aI v; 1 (m, + l))]. 
Let (Y = max{ a;, 1 n < length(Vq)}, so a < 6. As 6 is a limit point of Cz, there is 
yEC2suchthat a<y<& 
Let n < w be maximal such that q ] n E ZY (exists by the choice of 6). Let 
r,~ = 11 ] (n + 1). Then ql $Z,,. Because y E Cz, there is ~z~EZ,, such that 
length(q,) = n + 1, q1 ] n = q2 ] n (so r/2 Q= q), i&l = &, and V,,, and VT2 have the 
same atomic type over Z,. We know that r,ri, q2 E Z6, therefore all the elements in 
Vq, and V,,,, are in .Z6. 
Claim. tp,&&, 0, J) = tp,t(lrrls-?V, 0, J). 
Proof. By Lemma 8.11 it is enough to show that for each IZ < length(Vq,) 
tP&(v;,), 4$), (Ml7 ((9 5)) = tP&(v;,), d($), (IIZII, <<, <I)). 
Take v;, ] p E d(vGl) and vi r q E d(V?). We show that if v;, ] p R v”, r q, then 
62 /P R v”, r q, where R E { =, CC, Cl}. The proof in the other direction is 
symmetric. 
Consider =. Assume ~2, rp=v”, rq. Then p=q. If p=w, then we know 
vt, ] r E .Z, for all r < v. Since vt, and vt2 have the same atomic type over Z,, we 
see v;, = v;*. If p < w, then vq, ] p E J, and vtl ] p CC v;,. Thus v;, 1 p cc v;*, 
which proves v;, r p = vq2 1 p. 
Consider C. If vt, rp CC v”, 1 q, then ~2~ rp EJ,, and SO vi2 rp = v;~ rp, but 
thenv”,, ]p<<vz rq. Ifvf: rq<<vt, rp, thenvff IqcJ,, andsovk, rq<<v;, rp. 
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Consider cl. Assume ~2, 1 p <I v”, r q. The other case is similar. Then p = q < o 
and v: r (q - 1) << I$, 1 p. If q G mk, then v”, 1 q E .I, and there is nothing to prove. 
So assume q = mk + 1 (q Cannot be >mk + 1). Then v”, 1 mk cc Y;* 1 (mk + 1). SO 
either Y;~ 1 (mk + 1) cl v”, r (mk + 1) (in which case we are through) or V: r (mk + 
1) <I Yt2 1 (mk + 1). For a contradiction assume the latter. By (iv)(a) or (b) there 
is u’ E .Z, such that 
or 
vI1 r (mk + l) % CJ’ <l yG2 r (mk + 1) 
But then Y$ s u’ < Y;* or ~2, < u’ < -v;*, a contradiction. Cl Claim 
By Definition 8.1 (6,),,J is a set of indiscernibles in EM’(.Z, @) relative to 
atomic formulas, and since Tr is Skolemized, also relative to L,,-formulas. Thus 
we have 
but 
EM’(Z, @) k ~)n+&, KJ A l~)n+r(& &J, 
because rll << r] and nz Q< 9. This contradicts our assumption that f preserves the 
truth of r-formulas. 0 
From the following lemma we get index models Z with a desired value for S(Z). 
These we shall use as a raw material when we build L,,-equivalent index models. 
8.14. Lemma. Let A G { 6 < A. 1 cf(6) = o}. Then there is Z(A) E K,“;‘(A), such 
that: 
(9 IZ(A)I = A; 
(ii) A<” E IlW>II; 
(iii) Z(A) 1 {<<} is (<A, bs)-stable; 
(iv) S(Z(A)) = AID,. 
Proof. If 6 E A, let qs be an increasing w-sequence cofinal in 6. We let 
IlZ(A)II = A’” U { q6 1 6 E A} and the relations are defined as in Definition 8.2. 
Let f = (Z&<l, where Z, = {n E Z(A) 1 q E a} if (Y is a successor, else Z, = 
lJs<llZs. It is very easy to see that S(j) = A. Thus S(Z(A)) = AID,. Since in Z(A) 
a set of power <A can have only <A. limit points on level o, it follows from 
Lemma 8.10 that Z(A) 1 {<<} is (<A, bs)-stable. 0 
8.15. Lemma. Suppose Z E Kg(O), 8 b (4, bs)-stable and Z / {CC} is (-4, bs)- 
stable. Then Z is (4, bs)-stable. 
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Proof. Suppose A G Z and IAl < A. Let 
P = {tpi,s(Tl, A, Z) ( ii E 0, 
where ij is a finite sequence. We count how many different types there can be in 
P. We are going to apply Lemma 8.11. As Z r { <<} is (4, bs)-stable, we may 
assume that A ~~ Z and A # 0. The submodel generated by 7~ in Z is finite and 
clearly there are only countably many nonisomorphic finite submodels in 1. 
Therefore the set {tpbs(q, 0, I) 1 ?j E Z} is countable. 
Suppose rl EZ, 77 $A. Then tpb,(d(q), A, (IlZll, <<, $)) is uniquely determined 
by the triple 
(length(q), rl 1111, {YEA 1 V<~TI b+W, 
where m < o is the greatest such that ?Z 1 m E A (m exists because A sc I). As 0 
is (4, bs)-stable, there are only <A possible values for such a triple. Thus the set 
{tpb,(d(rl)t A> Ml, <<> 5)) 1 rl ~0 is of cardinality 4. Now Lemma 8.11 
implies that IP( < A. 0 
8.16. Lemma. Suppose J, Z E Kz have power A, Z c_ J and there is a function h, 
such that: 
(i) dam(h) = p’, - P’,; 
(ii) for every q E dam(h), h(n) << n; 
(iii) for every Y E J, the set h-‘[{y}] has power 4.. 
Then S(Z) = S(J), and if Z 1 { <<} is (<I., bs)-stable, then also J ] { <<} is 
(<A, bs)-stable. 
Proof. First the stability. If Z / {<<} is (4, bs)-stable, it is easy to see that if 
A E J is of power 4, then A can have only <il limit points on level o in J. This 
implies that also J r {<<} is (4, bs)-stable. 
Let j = (Jar)=<* be a A-representation of J, such that for all (Y, if Y E J,, then 
h-‘[{v}] c J,. Then clearly S(j) = s(Z), where Z= (Jol n Z)n<l is a A- 
representation of I. 0 
8.17. Lemma. Let 13, be the linear order from Definition 3.2, ]&I = A. 
(i) There is C G 19, such that ICI = A and if a, b E C, there is an automorphism 
g,,, of t$ which maps a to b. 
(ii) The linear order A X f3, is (4, bs)-stable and (A, bs, bs)-nice. 
Proof. (i) Follows from Lemma 3.3, because @ = 0,. 
(ii) The order A x 6, is isomorphic to 
e=(f:w+i~nII(aIf(a)zo)l<w) 
ordered by first differences. Let A E 8, IAl < A, and let ~9 = sup{ f (a) + 1 I f E 
A, a~ w}. Now 0 <A, and if f E 8 is arbitrary, tp,Jf, A, t3) is entirely 
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determined by those coordinates of f which are <p. Therefore 8 is (<A, bs)- 
stable. 
Let MY = {f E 13 If(a) < y for all (YC o}. Then ti= (M,,),,<* is a il- 
representation of 0. Suppose 6 is a limit and f E 8 is arbitrary. It is easy to see 
that there is /3 < 6, such that if g E Md and g af, then there is h E MB, such that 
g > h >f. By Lemma 8.12, Spbs,Jti) = 0. Cl 
8.18. Definition. Let 3 and % be models. A set F of partial functions a-, II3 is a 
back and forth system witnessing ‘?I =mA %3, if: 
(i) F is nonempty; 
(ii) if f E F, then f is a partial isomorphism ?I+ !323; 
(iii) if f E F and A E I?I, IAl <I, then there is f’ E F, f’ zf, such that 
A G dom(f ‘); 
(iv) if f E F and A E %, IAJ <A, then there is f’ E F, f’ zf, such that 
A E ran(f ‘). 
8.19. Definition. Let Z, J E KE. We define a set of partial isomorphisms. Let 
f E F,,(Z, J) iff: 
(i) f is a partial isomorphism Z-Z with the root of Z in its domain; 
(ii) dam(f) c,Z and ran(f) sc.Z; 
(iii) dam(f) = b(dom(f)) and ran(f) = b(ran(f)); 
(iv) lp(dom(f ))I < A. 
From the following lemma we get L ,*-equivalent index models for which we 
can prove the nonisomorphism of the Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models using the 
sets S(.ZJ. Our construction in the proof of Lemma 8.20 differs slightly from the 
original one in [20]. 
8.20. Lemma. Suppose 4 E K:(n), i < 2, are such that: 
(1) I41 = A; 
(2) A.<, E IKII; 
(3) 4 r {<<} is (<A, bs)-stable. 
Then we can construct models Ji E Kz, i < 2, such that 
(i) IJil = A; 
(ii) S(Ji) = S(I,); 
(iii) Ji is (4, bs)-stable and locally (A, bs, bs)-nice; 
(iv) F,,(J,,, J1) is a back and forth system witnessing JO =,*J1. 
In addition, if A” = A, then Ji can be constructed so that it depend-s only on 4. 
Proof. We construct R, which is a set of downward closed subsets of A’“, such 
that: 
(1) ]RI = 1; 
(2) (RI < il for all R E Z?; 
(3) ifi<2andAc&, (Al<& thenthereisReR,suchthatAsRGJ. 
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For i < 2, let (Z&l be an arbitrary A-representation of 4 such that Ii, is 
downward closed for all (Y < 3L. Let Z? = {Ii, 1 i < 2, (Y < A}. 
If A<” = A, we can as well choose as Z? all downward closed subsets of kGm 
which are of power 4. Then Z? does not depend on IO or Z,. 
Let C be the subset of 6, from Lemma 8.17. Let c E C be arbitrary. Through an 
arbitrary bijection we identify R with C - {c}. We order 3c’” arbitrarily so that 
the order type is A. Let 6 be the linear order A’” X f3,. By Lemma 8.17, 0 is 
(A, bs, bs)-nice and (4, bs)-stable. 
We define .Zi E Kg(e). The universe lIZi consists of all sequences rl E P’ such 
that one of the following holds: 
(a) n E e-; 
@I rl = (CL> c)L<, and there is s E Zi, length(s) = o, such that for all IZ < w, 
s r (n + 1) = s,; 
(c) rl = ((S”, &J)n<o, and there are m < w, R E Z? and s E R, length(s) = w, 
such that for all n > m, a, = R and s, = s r (n + 1). 
The relations in .Zi are defined as in Definition 8.2. 
Note that by (b), Ji r {<<} contains as a submodel a copy of Zi 1 { <<}, and by (c) 
above each node of level n in Ji, there are copies of those subtrees of each R E Z? 
which start from level n. 
If s E 4, length(s) = (Y, let k(s) = ((s 1 (n + l), c)),<,, and let Ki =.Zi r ran(k). 
Then k is an isomorphism from Zi 1 {<<} to Ki 1 { <<}. Obviously, Ki G,Ji. 
To show (ii) and (iii) we apply Lemma 8.16. If rl is of the form (c), let 
h(q) = q 1 (m + 1). By Lemma 8.16, S(Ji) = S(Ki) = S(Zi) and Ji 1 {<<} is (-4, bs)- 
stable. As also 8 is (4, bs)-stable, it follows from Lemma 8.15 that Ji is 
(4, bs)-stable. 
It remains to prove (iv). Suppose f E F<,&&, Z1). Let A G.&, IAl <A. (Case 
A G J1 is symmetric.) We define f’ E F&Z,, .Z,), such that f of’ and A c dom(f’). 
We may assume that A G,.&, and either A E K,,, or (A - dam(f)) rl K,, = 0. The 
domain off’ will be dam(f) U b(A). First we let f’ 1 dam(f) =J 
Case 1. Suppose A E Ko. Let R E Z? be such that k-‘[A] c R E Z,. Suppose 
n E dam(f), length(q) < w, and no successor of rl is in dam(f). We describe how 
we map the nodes of b(A) which are in the subtree above rl. When we go through 
all such n, f’ gets defined. Suppose n << Y, Y E A or Y is a brother of some 
element in A, and 
y = rl-((%, Z&J)*<,<,, 
(Y G o. We define 
f’(Y) =f(rl>-((%9 &,I?(W)hn<n<,. 
Suppose above length(v) = o. We have to check that f’(v) is really in .Z1. We 
know Y E A E Ki and thus Y = ((s r n + 1, c)),<, for some s E lo, length(s) = w. 
As s = k-‘(v), we see s E R, and f’(v) E J1. 
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Obviously f’ is a partial isomorphism and dom(f’) c,.&. We have to check that 
ran(f’) sc J1. If p E J1 is a limit point of ran(f’) but not of ran(f), then p has to 
be of the form 
P =f(rl)-((%I> Z0),<,<, 
and there is seRcZO, length(s) = o, such that for some p, m <p CO, 
S, = s 1 (n + 1) for all II 3~. (Here 7 is as above in the definition off’.) Let 
?J = rl-((%l, C)),<,<, = ((&a, b,)),<,. 
Weknowthatforalln<o, v rneA~Z&,. By the definition of K,,, b, = c for all 
n < w, and if i <j < CO, si = sj r (i + 1). Thus Y = ((s r (n + l), c)),<,. Sinces E R c 
IO, we see Y E.&, and as A is closed, Y E A. From the definition of f’ we see 
f’(v) = P. 
Case 2. Suppose (A - dam(f)) fl K,, = 0. Let the setting be as in Case 1. Now 
we define 
f’(v) =f(rl)-((in, b,)),<,<, 
Again f’ is clearly a partial isomorphism, and now it is even easier to prove 
ran(f’) c,.&. Cl 
8.21. Definition. Let A E { 6 < A 1 cf( 6) = o } and let Z, = Z(0) and Z1 = Z(A). Let 
J,, and J1 be the models from Lemma 8.20. We denote Jo by Jl and J1 by J:. If 
A’* = 3L, we construct J: so that it does not depend on A. Now S(Ji) = 0/D, and 
S(Jfi) = A/DA. 
9. Unsuperstable theories 
In this section we prove nonstructure theorems for unsuperstable theories with 
respect to V’s winning strategy in Ehrenfeucht-FraYssC games. We use the model 
construction of the previous section. 
Throughout this section let T be an unsuperstable complete z-theory. Let q by 
a Skolemized complete theory in a vocabulary z1 such that T c TI and 
It11 = JzI + w. Let Qi be from Theorem 8.3. 
By Theorem 8.13, if A E { LY < k 1 cf(cu) = o} is stationary, then 
EM@, @) + EM(JL, @). We shall show that A can be chosen so that for certain 
3c+, A-trees t, V does not have a winning strategy in G’(EM(Ji, @), EM@:, @)). 
The construction of the previous section was used by Shelah to prove the 
following nonstructure theorem with respect to LmA. 
9.1. Theorem (Shelah [20]). Let 3, > o be regular and T an unsuperstable 
complete theory, ITI < A. Then T has 2’ pairwise L,,-equivalent nonisomorphic 
models in cardinality A. 
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Proof. Let A, L {/3 < A 1 cf(/3) = w}, o < k, be pairwise disjoint stationary sets. 
(See [9] for the proof that such sets exist.) It is easy to see that from Jz, and Ji,, 
cx < A, we can manufacture by gluing roots together a family J, E Kz, cx < 2’, 
such that lJoll = A, J, is (<A, bs)-stable, locally (A, bs, bs)-nice, and if CY # /3, then 
J, -_*Js and S(J,) # S(JP). N ow EM(J,, a), (Y < 2*, is the desired set of models 
OfT. 0 
9.2. Definition. (a) Let A > w be regular, A E A and t a tree. Then the cub-game 
G’(A) is the following. At each move (Y: 
(i) first player V moves x, E t; 
(ii) then player 3 moves b, E A; 
(iii) and finally player V moves a, E A. 
V must choose x, and a, so that x, > x0 for all p < (Y, and a, > b,. 3 must choose 
6, so that b, > as for all /3 < LY, and if (Y is a limit, 3 must choose 
6, = sup& 1 B < a> (3 can do this only if the limit is in A). The player who first 
has to break the rules loses the game. 
(b) By G:(A) we mean the game where in round a, V and 1 make only the 
moves (i) and (ii) above. V must choose x, so that x, >xB for all p < a. 3 must 
choose b, so that b, > b, for all /3 < cy, and if a is a limit, 3 must choose 
b, = sup{bs 1 j3 < a}. 
9.3. Definition. Let II > w be regular. 
(i) A set A E il is bistationary if A and 3, -A are stationary. 
(ii) A set A c A. is K-cub if it is unbounded and closed under suprema of 
increasing sequences of length a for all (Y which are <A and of cofinality 2~. 
(iii) A set A E A. is K-stationary if it intersects every K-cub set. 
(iv) A set A s { LY E A 1 cf( a) = w } is strongly bistationary if A is stationary and 
for all a: < il, V does not have a winning strategy for G”(A - A). 
(v) By E,” we denote a stationary subset of { CK < il I cf(cu) = o}, such that 
Er n cx is nonstationary in (Y for every a < A. The existence of such a set follows, 
e.g., from q ,, if A = K+. (See [lo].) 
(vi) An increasing sequence of ordinals s = (cx~)~<,, is closed if y is a successor 
and Q = sup{ ‘Ye I /I < S} for all limit 6 < y. 
(vii) If A G il, we write t(A) for the tree of all closed increasing sequences of 
elements of A ordered by the initial segment relation. 
It is easy to see that a strongly bistationary set is always bistationary. In the 
simplest case A = oi, every bistationary subset A c {a < A I cf( (u) = o} is also 
strongly bistationary, as can be seen from the proof of Lemma 9.10. The set 
{(Y < w2 I cf( CK) = o} E w2 is an example of a bistationary set which is not strongly 
bistationary. Intuitively, a strongly bistationary subset of A. is a large set whose 
complement is very large. The existence of strongly bistationary subsets for 
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different types of cardinals is an interesting question on which we obtain some 
results below. 
9.4. Definition. We denote u = @,,,, n. 
9.5. Lemma. Let 3, > w be a regular cardinal, t a tree, A, B E A. and suppose 
A -A and A - B are both unbounded in 3L. Assume for some cub set C c A, 
A rl C = B n C, i.e., A = B mod DA. Then V has a winning strategy for G’(k - A) 
iff he has a winning strategy for G’(A. - B). 
Proof. Let o be the winning strategy of V in the game G’(3, -A). We describe a 
winning strategy of V for the game G’(n - B). During the game V simulates also 
G’(n -A). 
At move 0: o gives some x,, E t, V lets this be his move in both games. 3 
chooses some 66 E A - B in G’(k - B). Let bO be the least ordinal in 3, -A for 
which there is c0 E C such that b/, < c,, < b,. Let b,, be the move of 3 in the game 
G’(A -A). Then o gives some a0 E A. V lets this be his move in both games. 
At move (Y > 0: essentially as the case (Y = 0. 
Since at limit steps (Y, UJBcn bh = IJBcn be = IJB<(y cs E C and C II A = C n B, 
V can play this way until he wins. •i 
The following lemma reduces V’s winning strategy in the Ehrenfeucht-FraissC 
game to V’s winning strategy in the cub-game. So for the rest of this section we 
may concentrate on studying stationary sets and cub-games. 
9.6. Lemma. Assume h > o is a regular cardinal, t a tree and A s {o E 
), 1 cf(cx) = w}. Let Ji and Ji be from Definition 8.21. 
(a) Zf V has a winning strategy for G’(EM(J;, @), EM(Ji, @)), then V has a 
winning strategy for G”“‘(Ji, Ji). 
(b) Zf V has a winning strategy for G’(Ji, Ji), then V has a winning strategy for 
G’(A -A). 
Proof. (a) Suppose V has a winning strategy o in 
G’(EM(J;, @), EM(J;, @)). 
We describe V’s winning strategy in 
G”=@, J;). 
As V plays G”“‘, he simulates G’. First, u gives some x0 E t and yo(cS,,) E
EM(J:, @), for instance, where i. = (s& . . . , sz). Now V moves in the first n 
1 moves so, . . . , s: E Js in G”“’ (V’s moves in t.~ x t are obvious). Suppose V’s 
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responses are f(s$ , . . . , f(sg) E Ji. Denote f(&,) = (f($,), . . . , f(s:)). Now V 
lets 3 move ,q,(ti& E EM(Jl, @) in G’. If 3 has not lost in G”“‘, then 
f :J: -+ Ja is a partial isomorphism,and by Definition S.l(ii) 3 has not lost in G’. 
Thus V can play in this way until 3 loses in G”“‘. 
(b) Let F = F,,(Ji, J:). Suppose 3 has a winning strategy u in 
G = G’(J;, Jfi). 
Let Jo = (Jt)a<n and j1 = (Jk& be &representations of Ji and Ji, respectively. 
We describe V’s winning strategy in 
G’ = G’(n - @(Jo) U S(.f’))). 
As V plays G ‘, he simulates G. In G he also constructs certain partial 
isomorphisms fn E F. We denote the moves in G by x,, a,, b, and in G’ by x;, 
b;, a;. Suppose before move (Y the following holds for all j3 < (Y: 
(i) neither player has lost yet in G or G’; 
(ii) in G, V has followed a; 
(iii) fs E F and for all y < /3, f, E fs ; 
(iv) a0 E dom(f@)s and b, = fs(as); 
(v) P(dom(fs)) 2 U,<S J$ and Aran( z UucB JA;; 
(vi) p(dom(fs)) G J$ and &an(&)) G J&; 
(vii) xlc, = xs. 
Suppose first (Y is a successor. Then o gives some x, E f, and, for instance, 
a, E&. V can extend fm-l to fa E F so that (v) holds and a, E dom(f,). Then V 
lets 3 move b, = fm(a,) in G. In G’, V chooses XL =x,. Then 3 moves and after 
that V chooses aA so that (vi) holds. 
Suppose then LY is a limit. Again, o gives some x, E t and a, E J;, for instance. 
Now, if 
y = sup{& j/3 < a} E S(P) u S(J’), 
then V moves XL = x, in G’ and 3 loses immediately. 
Otherwise, let f’ = lJBcnfS. We show dom(f ‘) ~~ JoA. Clearly, 
p(dom(f ‘1) = oya J$ = Joy. 
Since J”, contains P(dom(fs)) c, Ji for all /3 < a, J”, contains the closure of each 
Jo6, 6 < y. As y $ S(.!‘), we easily see J~G,J~, which implies dom(f’) c,Jz. 
Similarly, ran(f ‘) sc Ji and f’ E F. V can now extend f’ and play as in the 
successor case. Thus V can play in this way until 3 loses in G’. 
As S(j’) U S(J’) = A mod DA and A and S(J”) U S(j’) do not contain successor 
ordinals, our claim follows from Lemma 9.5. 0 
The next lemma is essentially [8, Proposition 4.81. It reduces V’s winning 
strategy in the cub-game to V’s winning strategy in the comparison game G,. 
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9.7. Lemma. Assume A > o is a regular curdinal and A E {a E I, 1 cf(cu) = w} is 
strongly bistationary. Then Q has a winning strategy for G*(A - A) iff t(A - A) << t. 
9.8. Lemma. Let A. be a regular cardinal and let A c A be such that A -A is 
unbounded. Then t(A - A) << v x t iff t(n - A) << t. 
Proof. Consider the implication from left to right. (The other is trivial.) We let Q 
and 3 play the games G’ = G,(v x t, t(A -A)) and G = G&t, t(n -A)) si- 
multaneously. In G’ we let Q play according to his winning strategy u. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that o is such that at successor steps it gives an 
immediate successor of the node it gave at the previous step and at limit steps it 
gives a supremum of the nodes it has given at earlier steps. We may also assume 
that in G, 3 plays in the similar way. 
Let (x, f, y) E v x t be the move of Q in G’. There are two possibliities. First, 
suppose y is not the root of v. Then we must be at a successor step. Let s be the 
move of 3 at the previous step in G’ and let a be the least element in A - A which 
is greater than any element in s. Then we let s-(a) be the move of 3 in G’. In G 
we do not move in this case. 
If y is the root of v, we let Q move x in the game G. Suppose 3 does not lose in 
G at this move and let r be the move of 3 in the game G. Let s be the supremum 
(i.e., union) of the moves of 3 in the same G’ and a be the least element in A - A 
which is greater than any element in s and 2 the last element in r. Then we let 
s-(a) be the move of 3 in G’. 
If we are at a limit step we must check that a = sup(s), i.e., s-(a) E t(A -A). 
Denote by (r&<g and (s,),iy, 3’s previous moves in G and G’, respectively. 
We see that su~(U,<~ ra) = sup(U U<y~a) = sup(s) at limit steps. Thus the last 
element of r is sup(s), and a = sup(s). 0 
9.9. Corollary. Let A > o be regular and let A c {a, E A. ) cf(cu) = w} be strongly 
bistationary. Zf Q has a winning strategy for G’(EM(&, @), EM(Ji, a’>), then 
t >> t(A -A). Especially then t >> (Y for all LX < il. 
Corollary 9.9 is of no use if there are no strongly bistationary sets. By the 
following lemma such sets exist in many cases. 
9.10. Lemma. (i) Assume either 
(a) A = wi, or 
(b) A = K+, K regular, KiK = K and il is not weakly compact in L. 
Let B c {a! E A. 1 cf(a) = w} be stationary. Then there is A c B strongly 
bistationary. 
(ii) Zf A = K+ > w*, K- = K, then E,” is strongly bistationary. 
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Proof. (i) Without loss of generality we may assume that {(Y E A. 1 cf( o) = w} - B 
is stationary. Let A E B be an arbitrary stationary set and assume there is (Y < A 
the last ordinal such that V has a winning strategy for G “(A - A). 
Claim 1. V does not have a winning strategy for G"+'(il - A). 
Proof. For a contradiction assume that V has a winning strategy for GO+‘(A - 
A). Consider the set C of all ordinals <A, which are closed under the first w 
moves of the winning strategy of V. Then C is a cub set. Clearly, if D is a 
stationary set so is also the set of all limit points of D which belong to D. Hence 
there is aECn({aE~Icf((Y)=~}-A) such that below a there are cofinally 
many elements from the complement of A. This is a contradiction because 3 wins 
against V if V plays according to his winning strategy and 3 plays below (Y so that 
at move w the supremum of the previous moves is (Y. 0 Claim 1 
Claim 2. a is a regular cardinal >w. 
Proof. Clearly, (Y cannot be /3 + 12, where 1 <n < w. Since A contains only 
ordinals of cofinality w, (Y cannot be of the form 
not true, then (by Claim 1, (Y > w + 1) either 
where ,U is a regular cardinal, p< cx, and for all 
and <a; or 
/3 + 1, cf(/3) > w. If the claim is 
p < p, 6, is a successor ordinal 
II= x 6, +1, 
( ) B<W 
where 6, is a successor ordinal and <(Y. Because V does not have a winning 
strategy for G”o(J. -A) for any /3, we easily see that V has a winning strategy for 
GP(n - A) or for Gw+‘(A - A), a contradiction. 0 Claim 2 
The case A = wi follows now from Claim 2. 
Assume then that A = K+, K<~ = K and A is not weakly compact in L. By Claim 
2 it is enough to find A such that V does not have a winning strategy for 
G”(n -A). 
Because A is not weakly compact in L, there are AI, A2 c B stationary such 
that for all o < il either Al rl a! or A2 fl CY is not stationary in (Y (see [lo]). Because 
the intersection of any two K-cub sets is K-cub, 
A;={cUeA/cf@)= K and (Y fl AI is not stationary in a} 
or 
A;={cu4Icf(cu)= K and (Y ll A2 is not stationary in LY} 
is K-stationary. Assume Ai is K-stationary. Then we let A = AI. 
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For a contradition assume V has a winning strategy u for G”(A -A). Let 
C = {a E 3, ) a is closed under a}. 
Then C is a K-cub set, hence C n A; is nonempty, and we get a contradiction as 
in the end of the proof of Claim 1. 
(ii) It is easy to see that { CY < A ) cf(a) = o} - E,” is also stationary. Thus 
Claims 1 and 2 above hold also in this case. Suppose V has a winning strategy u 
for G”(A - E,“). Let C be as above. Let (Y E C, cf(cu) = K. Now there is a cub set 
C’ in (Y such that C’ rl E,” = 0. 3 just plays in this cub set and we get a 
contradiction. 0 
Now we can prove the nonstructure theorems of this chapter. 
9.11. Theorem. Assume T is an unsuperstable complete theory, (T( < 3, and either 
(a) A = ol, or 
(b) A = K+, K regular, Kiy = K and A. is not weakly compact in L. 
Then for every stationary A E {a < 3,I cf( a) = o}, T has models ‘u and !I3 such 
that 1‘31=@1=A, 2IgB and V does not have a winning strategy in 
G’@-A’(I!X, B), and especially not in Ga(‘%, 93) for any a < A. 
Proof. From Corollary 9.9, Lemma 9.10 and Theorem 8.13. 0 
By forcing we can show an even stronger result to be consistent. Mekler and 
Vaananen proved the following theorem to show that it is consistent that there is 
a linear order of power o1 which does not have a universal nonequivalence wz, 
@,-tree. 
9.12. Theorem (Mekler and Wiananen [ll]). Assume h = K+, K regular, K<~ = K 
and 2” = A. Then there is a forcing extension which preserves all cardinals, and in 
the forcing extension 2” = A and for all A+, &trees t there is a stationary 
A s {a E A. ) cf(a) = o} such that t(n - A) $ t. 
9.13. Lemma. Let A > w be regular and A E il. Denote V, = en<* CY. Then below 
(i) j (ii) j (iii). 
(i) V has a winning strategy in G’(A). 
(ii) V has a winning strategy in G?“‘(A). 
(iii) t(A) << V, X t. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
9.14. Theorem. Assume A = K+, K regular, K<~ = K and 2”= A. Then in the 
forcing extension of Theorem 9.12 the following is true. If T is unsuperstable and 
of cardinal@ <A, then there is a model 8 of T, lfll = A, such that for all A+, 
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A-trees t there is a model 93 of T, I’%31 = Iz, 2I # B, for which If does not have a 
winning strategy in G’(‘8, ‘8). In other words, ‘8 does not have a universal 
nonequivalence 3L+, k-tree. 
Proof. Let t be given. Choose by Theorem 9.12, A c {a E il ) cf(oz) = o} 
stationary so that t(A -A) $ V, X (v x t). Let %?I = EM(Ji, @) and !I3 = 
EM(Jf,, @). Since now A<* = A, Ji does not depend on A. 
Suppose V has a winning strategy in G’(a, 5!3). Then by Lemma 9.6, V has a 
winning strategy in G”“‘(A -A), and by Lemma 9.13, t(A -A) << V, x (v x t), 
which implies (see [8]) t(A -A) s V, x (v x t), a contradiction. q 
Note that by our results in Section 6, Theorem 9.14 also holds for countable 
superstable theories with DOP or OTOP (assuming in the DOP case, A > or), 
because in the forcing extension A.<’ = A.. 
The restrictions tl = .Tz r { <<} and t2 = .I; 1 { <<} are interesting trees of height 
0 + 1. 
9.15. Proposition. (i) Let A > o be regular and suppose there exists A s { cx < 
A/cf(a)= } h’h w w tc is strongly bistationary. Then there are A+, w + l-trees tl and 
t2 of power 3L, such that for all a, w < a < A, V does not have a winning strategy in 
G‘% tz). 
(ii) In the forcing extension of Theorem 9.12 there is a A+, w + l-tree t of power 
il, such that t does not have a universal nonequivalence A+, &tree. 
Proof. (i) Let tl = .I: 1 { <<} and tz = Ji 1 { <<}. 
(ii) Let t = J: r {<<} in the proof of Theorem 9.14. Cl 
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